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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Research was carried out to improve understanding of the complex properties relating to the

resilient and, particularly, the permanent deformation characteristics of granular materials under

repeated load and to determine how these properties could be improved by allowing the material to

achieve maximum compacted density. The latter condition is believed to result in better mechanical

performance of the granular material needed for heavy loading situations. Emphasis was also

placed on understanding the role of reversed shear stresses and the associated rotating principal

planes, which result from loading by a moving wheel load. To this end, a substantially modified

repeated-load Hollow Cylinder Test Apparatus (I-ICA) was developed and used.

A grading design procedure which allowed convenient characterization of continuous gradings and

offered a simple and repeatable means of carrying out the design tests for maximum density was

proposed. The mechanical properties of a dry dolomitic limestone with a designed high-density

grading and those with a standard British Department of Transport Type I grading were studied

under various laboratory simulated stress conditions. Results of the study indicated that high

density leads to slight improvement in resilient properties but a large improvement in permanent

deformation resistance under repeated load.

The effect of reversed shear stress caused by a moving wheel load was studied in large-scale

experiments using two wheel tracking facilities. The Slab Test Facility was adapted to allow

optional repeated vertical plate loading without shear stress reversal, whilst in the larger Pavement

Test Facility (PTF), experiments were carried out with both unidirectional and bidirectional wheel

loadings. The effect of shear reversal was further studied in laboratory element tests by means of

the repeated-load HCA and triaxial tests.

Results of the study indicated that the resilient behavior is not significantly affected by shear stress

reversal and that the resilient shear strain model developed from triaxial testing is sufficiently

accurate for pavement analysis. However, both the magnitude and rate of development of

permanent strain increase when reversed shear stresses are applied. Bidirectional reversed shear

stresses were shown to result in higher permanent strain than unidirectional ones.

To provide validation for the findings from the HCA tests, a pilot scale experiment involving two

full)y instrumented flexible pavement sections was performed in the Nottingham PTF. The

objectives of the experiment were limited by the complex stress conditions existing in the granular
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base and the number of instruments which could be installed in the test sections. Nevertheless, the

results of the experiment were generally satisfactory and provided strong support for the use of the

repeated-load HCA in future research.

The use of an HCA in the current research necessitated a major effort on the development of both

laboratory equipment and testing technique. As a result, a versatile piece of testing apparatus which

offers valuable opportunities for study of the fundamental behavior for soil and granular materials

is now available.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were to understand the complex properties relating to the

resilient and, particularly, the permanent deformation characteristics of granular materials under

repeated loading and to determine how these properties could be improved by allowing the material

to achieve maximum compacted density. The latter condition is believed to result in better

mechanical performance of the granular material needed for heavy loading situations. An important

emphasis of the project was placed on understanding the role of reversed shear stresses and the
associated rotating principal planes, which result from loading by a moving wheel. A significant

part of this investigation concentrated on the use of a substantially modified repeated-load Hollow

Cylinder Apparatus (HCA). The performance of this testing device and its ability to simulate wheel

traffic also formed an important part of the research.

B. BACKGROUND

The idea of using a mechanistic, rather than an empirical, approach to flexible pavement

design has resulted in the need for better knowledge of the behavior of all materials used in
pavement construction. When thin or low-stiffness bituminous layers are combined with heavy

wheel loads, the behavior of granular bases and their role in providing structural support and

contributing to the long-term serviceability of the pavement become important.

Research into the behavior of granular material in pavements has attracted a great deal of
world-wide attention. Great progress has been made during the past 20 years in the understanding

and mathematical modelling of the resilient stress-strain behavior of granular materials (1). This

has led to some successes in the analysis of the elastic behavior of pavements with granular bases

(2,3). However, characterization of the permanent deformation behavior which is related to rut

formation remains as a difficult challenge.

The most commonly used laboratory device has been the repeated-load triaxial test

apparatus. A cylinder of material is subjected to two stress components; a confining stress through

a surrounding compressed medium and a vertical stress. Despite its relative simplicity, the

limitations of stress conditions that can be applied to the cylindrical specimen are rather severe.
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Figure I shows the stress conditions imposed on a vertically orientated element of granular material
by a moving wheel load. It indicates that for each passage of the wheel, there is a corresponding
reversal in the direction of the shear stress on the vertical and horizontal planes. An opposite sense
of shear reversal will occur if the wheel travels in the other direction. The combination of vertical
and horizontal stress can be reproduced in the repeated-load triaxial test when both the deviator and
confining stresses are cycled. However, the reversal of shear stress requires an apparatus which
can apply this mode of stress directly to the boundaries of the specimen. Various devices, such as
the Cyclic Simple Shear Apparatus (4) and the Directional Shear Cell (5) emerged over the years.
Nonetheless, one of the most promising methods is believed to be the Hollow Cylinder Apparatus.
With it, a repeated torsion can be applied to a hollow thin-walled cylinder. If the hollow cylinder is
at the same time subjected to an axial stress and a lateral stress over both the inner and outer
cylinder face, then the stress conditions imposed on an element of material along the wall of the

cylinder will be similar to those shown in Figure 1.

Because of the added ability to apply the reversed shear stress, an HCA can allow tests to
be carried out within a much wider and more flexible stress regime. More importantly, it can

simulate the in situ stress conditions. Hence, it will provide much stronger support for the longer-
term objective of modelling the behavior of granular material with respect to its response to wheel
loading in a pavement.

Despite shortcomings in understanding of the complex stress-strain behavior of granular

bases, when properly specified and carefully constructed they have been successfully used under a
wide variety of conditions to give both good performance and excellent economic benefits. One

example can be found in the use of high-density crushed stone layers in road construction in South
Africa (6) where stiff pavements able to carry heavy traffic have resulted.

The effect of density on granular material behavior has been studied by many researchers.
The general conclusions were that high density led to both increase in resilient stiffness (7,8,9) and
permanent deformation resistance (10,11). These findings further highlight the potential of using
one of the many versions of granular materials in roadbase construction. However, to avoid the
pitfalls and problems which can be associated with granular materials, it is essential to obtain a
better understanding of their behavior under various conditions.
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C. APPROACH AND SCOPE

The compactibility of granular materials is strongly influenced by the aggregate grading.
Therefore, to obtain high density, the densest grading for a particular source of aggregate was
identified by means of a proposed grading design procedure. The behavior of the densely graded

granular material was then studied under various laboratory simulated stress conditions. These

conditions were separated into those which involved rotation of principal stress planes, such as
those from a moving wheel load, and those which did not, such as those from a repeated vertical
load applied on a stationary wheel or the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus. The effect of reversed
shear stresses, principal plane rotation and intermediate principal stresses were further studied by
means of a repeated-load HCA on a scaled down version of the same granular material. In order to
provide validation for the findings from the HCA tests, a pilot scale experiment involving two
fully-instrumented flexible pavement sections was performed in the Nottingham Pavement Test

Facility (PTF).

The use of an HCA necessitated major effort on the development of both laboratory

equipment and testing technique. Furthermore, improvement to the data acquisition system was
carried out on both the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus and the PTF.

This report is divided into nine sections. Section II reports the findings of the grading
investigation and the results of the performance tests on the high density granular materials.

Section III describes the program and results of the large-scale rutting tests. Sections IV to VI
describe, in detail, the modified repeated-load HCA, the test program and the results respectively.
Section VII reports on the validation tests carried out in the PTF. Section VIII summarizes the
accomplishments and the conclusions from the project and, finally, Section IX recommends

further research.
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SECTION II

GRADING INVESTIGATION
AND

PERFORMANCE OF HIGH-DENSITY GRANULAR MATERIAL

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the gradation design in this project was mainly to achieve a maximum

compacted density for the granular material concerned which, in turn, is believed to result in better

mechanical properties. This approach assumes that the drainage capacity of the granular base,

which may be reduced as a result of high density can be supplemented, in practice, by the

provision of adequate drainage at layer boundaries and a good road surface maintenance program

to prevent build-up of moisture within the layer. Various empirical and analytical grading design

methods were reviewed during this project (12). The more theoretical and probably more accurate

method used by Lees (13) was considered too complex and impractical. A balance was struck

between the use of complex test methods, such as Lee's and the degree of accuracy of the design (

i.e. the closeness to the grading which produces the theoretical maximum density). More emphasis

was placed on the repeatability and simplicity of the method which would allow potentially large

numbers of tests to be carried out efficiently. To this end, a procedure involving the use of the

British Standard BS5835 (14) method for the standard vibrating hammer test and Fuller's grading

curves (15) was adopted.

A high-quality dolomitic limestone, widely used in British highway construction, was

chosen as the main testing material. A maximum particle size of 38 mm was used both in the
grading investigation and the subsequent performance tests.

B . GRADING INVESTIGATION

The design parameter was "n" used in the Fuller's equation shown as follows:-

P= 100 d(1)

where P = percentage finer than sieve size d

D = maximum particle size

5



n z. real positive number less than one

Four gradings with "n" equal to 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 and 0.5 were used in the grading

investigation. In addition, three gradings which represent the fine, middle and coarse side of the

grading envelope for the British Standard Type 1 (16) subbase material were included. Despite

their continuous shape, these gradings generally did not satisfy Equation (1), hence, their

characterization could only be made by means of an approximated "n" value. The seven gradings

used are plotted in Figure 2. All the samples used in the investigation were reconstituted from

seven size fractions to ensure that the target gradings were achieved.

1. Compaction Tests for Grading Design

The compaction apparatus and the test method used are specified in the British

Standard BS5835 (14) for the standard vibrating hammer test. Details of the compaction mold are

illustrated in Figure 3. Compaction on the 2.5 kg specimens, which were dry, was provided by a

900 Watt vibrating hammer. For each of the Fuller's gradings, three tests were performed for each

of the two compactive efforts, namely 180 and 360 seconds of compaction time. For the three

gradings from the British Standard, only one compactive effort (180 seconds) was used.

2. Results of Compaction Tests

The average compacted densities for samples of the various gradings are plotted in

Figure 4 against their "n" values. The results indicate that a peak density for the two compactive

efforts can be obtained within the range of "n" value studied. Figure 4 shows that as compactive

effort increases, there is a shift of the high density grading towards the coarse side (i.e., higher
"n"). Based on the results from the higher compactive effort, it appears that the grading

corresponding to the highest density for the dolomitic limestone has a Fuller's "n" value of about

0.39. The coefficient of uniformity corresponding to this grading is about 100. The test results for

the lower compactive effort indicated that as much as 7 percent increase in dry density could be

obtained when a designed grading, compared with a standard grading, was used.

6
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C. PERFORMANCE OF HIGH DENSITY GRANULAR MATERIAL

It appears useful to determine if there are benefits in using a specially designed high-density

grading, such as the one obtained in this project, against one which is readily available, perhaps as
"crusher run." To this end, the mechanical properties of two differently graded materials, one with

a Fuller's "n" of 0.4 (identified as "optimum', and the other a standard "as supplied" British Type

1 subbase grading, were studied. The investigation on insitu properties was performed with large

containers and in test pits with granular materials compacted by heavy industrial type compactors.

Two subgrade conditions, one stiff and one soft, were used to enhance the scope of the

investigation. The mechanical properties that were determined in this project included the dry

density obtained from the Nuclear Density Meter (NDM), the California Bearing Ratio (CBR)

obtained from plate bearing tests, the Clegg Impact Value (CIV) from the Clegg hammer tests, the

penetration resistance from the dynamic cone penetrometer tests. A description of these pieces of

apparatus is reported elsewhere (17).

Response of the two granular materials to repeated load was further investigated by means

of a repeated-load triaxial test apparatus, which was capable of testing specimen of 150 mm

diameter. The apparatus is described in Appendix A.

I. Results of Insitu Performance Tests

A comparison of the performance data for the compacted materials is shown in

Figure 5. On average, despite the scatter of data, the optimum-graded material is shown to have

better properties. The most obvious improvement due to the dense grading comes from the DCP

tests which generally involve the entire thickness of the compacted layer. An average of about 30

percent increase in penetration resistance was recorded. For the Plate Bearing and NDM tests

which were carried out on the surface of the material, average improvements of 9 and 2 percent

were recorded respectively. Most results indicate that stiff subgrade conditions generally lead to

better performance because of the increase in dry density due to the stiffer support conditions

during compaction.

2. Results of Repeated-load Triaxial Tests

Two series of tests, one on the optimum-graded and the other on the standard Type

I graded dolomitic limestone were carried out. In each series , two sets of elastic stiffness tests,

which involved 20 stress paths, and two permanent strain tests at an identical stress level were

10
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performed. The stress paths used are shown in Figure 6. For the permanent strain tests, up to

10,000 stress cycles at a frequency of 1 Hz were applied to the test samples.

Both the average resilient and permanent axial and radial strains were measured

during the tests. However, strains are more appropriately expressed in terms of the shear and

volumetric invariants, Es and Ev, which in triaxial conditions are defined as:-

2(2
Es = 2 (El - E3) (2)

Ev =E E + 2E3 (3)

where eli and E3 are principal strains.

The corresponding stress invariants for Es and Ev are q and p' respectively where:

q al'- 03' (4)

p =I (al'+ 2C03') (5)

where 01' and 03' are principal effective stresses.

To summarize the stress-strain relationships of the granular materials tested, the

mathematical contour model proposed by Pappin ( 8) and modified by Jouve et al. (19) was used.

The model involves use of the following equations:-

G q •(6)

G =GI p'(l-m) (7)

K =p' (8)(Ev)r

K K K p(1-n)
(9)
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where p', q, es and Ev are as defined earlier.

G is the resilient shear modulus

GI and m are the shear strain coefficients

K is the resilient bulk modulus

KI, n and 0 are the volumetric strain coefficients

Since m,n and 0 are parameters mainly related to the material type, the same values

can be used for both the Type I and optimum-graded material. As a result, the comparison between

the two differently graded materials depends only on the values GI and K1. Higher values indicate
a stiffer material. The comparison is shown in Table 1, which indicates that the coefficients for

both materials are similar in magnitude with the optimum graded material having a slightly higher

stiffness than the Type 1 material.

The average permanent shear and volumetric strains for the two materials are shown
in Figure 7. The results indicate that much less permanent strain, both shear and volumetric, was

obtained from the denser samples. The improvement in the permanent deformation behavior for

the denser optimum grading is more apparent than that from the resilient strain tests. Figure 7 also

indicates that the permanent volumetric strain for both materials is of the dilatant type which is

predicted for high-density material.

D. DISCUSSION

Despite the general improvement in density and other mechanical properties, no claim to

superiority should be made for the optimum grading if conditions are outside those used in the

tests. These conditions can include changes in material, moisture content or maximum particle

size. Under these changes, new design tests have to be performed. In design tests for typical

pavement materials with a maximum particle size of 38 umm, the use of Fuller's "n" value between

0.35 and 0.5, a coefficient of uniformity of 80 to 100 and a fines content ( percent passing the 75

gm sieve) of less than 10 percent should provide a good starting point for determination of the

optimum grading.

The observed improvement may be partly due to the use of a dense grading in a relatively

dry condition where suction or negative pore pressure will develop, hence effectively increasing

strength, stiffness and resistance to repeated load. Conversely, in situations where the moisture

14
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condition approaches saturation, the relatively poorer drainage characteristic of the densely graded
materials may neutralize or even have an opposite effect on the improvement gained. Therefore, it
appears necessary to reiterate the fact that if high-density granular material is to be used with

success, effective drainage and good surface maintenance of the pavement are essential.
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SECTION III

LARGE-SCALE RUTTING TESTS

A. INTRODUCTION

As shown in Figure I of Section one, the stress conditions imposed on an element of

granular material by a moving wheel load are extremely complex. For each passage of the wheel,

principal plane rotation occurs as a result of the reversed shear stresses. At the present time, there

are very few pieces of equipment capable of simultaneously applying the stress patterns shown in

Figure 1 onto a test specimen. Although large amounts of data were obtained from the repeated-

load triaxial tests (10,1 1,18,20), the latter only correctly simulates the in situ stress conditions

underneath a circular plate which is repeatedly loaded vertically. Examination of this mode of
loading in large scale, which does not involve the application of reversed shear stresses is needed

to establish the difference in behavior, particularly in the development of permanent strains,

compared with that due to wheel loading.

Examination of the difference in the permanent deformation behavior of granular material

due to unidirectional and bidirectional wheel loading also appears to be desirable. In practice, all

traffic travels in the same direction over the pavement (i.e. unidirectional). However. bidirectional
loading is usually adopted for wheel tracking experiments to bring about failure of the test

pavement in a reasonable period of time. Since the shear stress reversal conditions differ, an

understanding of the different response of the material is needed.

This chapter describes an investigation which is aimed at highlighting the effect of reversed

shear stresses on permanent deformation of granular materials. To tackle the problem caused by the

difference between repeated vertical and moving wheel loading, the Nottingham Slab Test Facility
(STF) was used. For the problem involving uni- and bidirectional wheel loading, the Nottingham

PTF was employed.

The same dolomitic limestone and gradings used in the tests described in Section II was

used. An open-graded carboniferous limestone was also used in the PTF tests. The grading
envelopes of these materials are shown in Figure 8. The three materials enabled a range of

compacted densities to be achieved.
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B. TEST FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAM

I. Slab Test Facility

The Nottingham STF was originally used to evaluate the deformation resistance of a

slab of bituminous material. However, by confining a layer of compacted granular material in a

mold, the facility can also be used to study the same characteristic of this material.

A side view of the STF is shown in Figure 9. The carriage is mounted onto a pair

of beams and is driven by means of a wire rope tensioned around a drum which is axially coupled

to the motor. Loading is provided via a hydraulic actuator located at one end of the facility. A

feedback mechanism involving the use of four load cells located under the corners of the steel pallet

is used. Constant wheel load over the slab can only be achieved by applying an increasing actuator

load of the correct gradient as the wheel approaches the actuator. Alternatively, the wheel can be

fixed at a position directly above the compacted granular material. Repeated vertical loading, which

is regulated by means of a signal generator can then be applied via the hydraulic actuator onto the

specimen.

A 75 mm wide hard rubber tire was used in both the repeated vertical and wheel-

loading conditions to ensure that the same contact area was achieved. A sinusoidal waveform with

frequency of 0.5 Hz (or one cycle of load every two seconds) was used for the repeated vertical

loading condition. For the travelling wheel load, an average speed of approximately 2 km/hr was

used. Loading in this case was bidirectional. An element of granular material loaded under the

moving wheel had a rest period of approximately two seconds while that for the repeated vertical

load was zero.

The samples tested in the STF were compacted in a specially manufactured steel

mold as shown in Figure 10. The thickness of the granular layer was 180 mm. A 60 mm thick

concrete slab with a rough surface was placed at the bottom of the steel mold to provide a rigid

foundation for compaction. The entire mold was then placed on top of a piece of 25 mrn thick soft

rubber which simulated a medium-stiff subgrade condition. The rubber, in turn, was located on

top of a steel platform with cross bracing at the bottom face to provide additional reinforcement.

The weight of granular material used per sample was about 325 kg. Total weight of the assembly

shown in Figure 10 was about 750 kg.

Compaction of the material was carried out by a heavy vibrating plate with a

working area of 475x508 mm, weight of 1.25 kN and maximum centrifugal force of 10 kN.
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Compaction was carried out in two I yers with a thickness of 60 mm for the bottom and 120 nun
for the top layer. Compaction was continued until refusal or no increase in density was detected in

successive density measurements. In order to avoid segregation, the finest fraction of aggregates,

(5 mm nominal size) was placed last and allowed to fill the void of the matrix formed by the larger

size materials during compaction.

A 10 mm thick sand sheet asphalt mix with 10 percent by weight of a Grade 100

Pen bitumen was added to provide a smooth surface for the wheel. No instrumentation was

installed in the sample because of great disturbance which could be caused by the necessary

excavation and recompaction of the relatively small sample. Therefore, only the wheel load, the

surface profile and the permanent vertical deformation of the granular layer underneath the center-

line of the wheel were monitored.

Details of the test program and some material properties of the granular materials are

shown in Table 2. A total of seven tests were carried out. These tests involved two levels of

contact stress, (750 and 1100 kPa ), two gradings and two types of loading (a moving wheel load

and a repeated vertical load).

2. Pavement Test Facility

The Nottingham Pavement Test Facility (PTF) shown in Figure 11 was described
in detail by Brown and Brodrick (22). In brief, it consists of a 560 mm diameter and 150 mm

wide loading wheel fitted to a carriage, which runs on bearings between two beams spanning the

long side of a rectangular laboratory. The beams are, in turn, mounted on end bogies which allow

the whole assembly to traverse across the pavement. Lifting and lowering of the wheel, which

determines the magnitude of the applied load, is controlled via two ultra-low friction rams by a

servo-hydraulic system. A load feedback mechanism is incorporated to maintain constant load. The
maximum load that can be achieved by the PTF is about 15 kN with a speed range of up to 16

km/hr. The whole assembly is housed in an insulated area where temperature could be controlled

via heaters or cooling fans. Maximum dimensions of the pavement section that can be constructed

are 4.8m long, 2.4m wide and 1.3m deep.

A cross-section of the pavement structure used for this experiment is shown in

Figure 12. The thickness of the granular layer was 240 mm. The subgrade at the time of the tests

consisted of an inorganic low plasticity silty clay . The CBR at the surface of the top 450 mm of

material was found to be about 5 percent. Underneath this layer the material became much drier

and stiffer with CBR of about 10 percent. The compaction of the granular materials was provided
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by a pedestrian operated single-drum vibrating roller which could generate a total centrifugal force

of 22 kN. Compaction was carried out in two layers, each 120 mm in thickness and until refusal.

A 10 mm thick sand sheet surface (as used in the STF tests) was again used.

For this part of the project, two wheel tracks, each running across the three

pavement sections consisting of the three different granular materials were used. In one track, a

unidirectional wheel load was applied and in the other, the loading was bidirectional.The

movement of the wheel was channelized, hence allowing accelerated deformation of the sections to

occur. Details of the sections and the material properties are shown in Table 3. A 150 nun wide
wheel, with tyre pressure of 550 kPa and contact stress of about 500 kPa was used. Speed of the

wheel was about 3 kn/hr. The temperature inside the PTF during the tests was 24 to 27*C.

C. RESULTS OF RUTITING TESTS

I. Slab Test Facility Experiments

Figure 13 shows the profiles of the various sections at the end of the tests carried

out in the STF and Figure 14 shows the variation of permnent vertical deformation with the

number of load applications for all the tests.

Figure 13 indicates that a significant amount of heaving took place along the

shoulder of the rut for those sections subjected to a moving wheel load. This occurred as a result

of lateral spreading of the granular material. For these sections, the permanent vertical

deformations were found to be at least three times higher than those subjected to a repeated vertical

load. Whilst the increase in stress level caused a great deal of increase in permanent deformation in

the wheel loading case, the permanent deformation due to repeated vertical load was not

significantly affected by this factor. As far as rate of deformation is concerned, Figure 14 indicates

that most deformation occurs within the first 1000 cycles of load. For sections subjected to wheel

loading, deformation does not stabilise even after 6000 cycles of load. However, for sections

subjected to repeated vertical load, very little additional deformation was observed after about 2000

cycles. Furthermore, the results show that sections with the "optimum" grading have less

permanent deformation under both the moving wheel and repeated vertical loads.

The results of the tests performed in the Slab Test Facility indicated that, under the

particular test conditions, far more permanent deformation was caused by a moving wheel load

than a repeated vertical load. The primary reasons for the results are probably due to the additional
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reversed shear stresses caused by the moving wheel and the lack of confining pressure at the

surface of the granular material. The combined effect caused the material immediately in front of

the wheel to dilate and weaken, and when the wheel moved over the weakened material, large

deformation occurred. In the case of the repeated vertical load, the wheel contacts the pavement

over a fixed area, effectively providing the confining pressure required for higher strength. This

may account for the observation that the permanent deformation was not sensitive to the applied

stress level.

2 Pavement Test Facility Experiments

Figures 15 and 16 show the results of the two series of tests carried out in the PTF.

The profiles shown in Figure 15 indicate that in the two sections where dolomitic limestone was

used, bidirectional loading caused 18 and 60 percent higher rut than those under unidirectional
loading. However, the opposite effect was obtained for the section with an cpen-graded

carboniferous limestone, where much higher deformation developed under both types of loading.

The overall high deformation in these sections, which were generally less well compacted, might

override any trend in the development of permanent deformation caused by the different modes of

loading.

If the results from the carboniferous limestone sections can be discarded, then the
tests from the PTF indicate that higher permanent deformation may be obtained from bidirectional
than unidirectional wheel loading. The results apparently agreed with those obtained by Brown et

al (23) who observed an increase of rut depth of 19 to 40 percent due to bidirectional loading. In

bidirectional loading, the structure of the granular material, which is basically formed by the

interparticle contacts, may be subjected to more disruption from the two opposite senses of

reversed shear stress. As a results, the structure will be weakened and more deformation will

occur. Again, the optimum graded dolomitic limestone was found to have less permanent vertical

deformation.
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Figure 15. Section Profiles at the End of the Rutting Tests carried out in Pavement
Test Facility.
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SECTION IV

repeated-load HOLLOW CYLINDER TESTS

A. INTRODUCTION

The last section has shown that full-scale pavement testing is an essential component of
road pavement research. However, because of the large amount of Taw materials, instrumentation

and human effort involved in each test, this type of experiment may only be cost-effective for the
investigation or validation of an idea which has been shown to have potential. For background
research or study of more fundamental principles, smaller scale accelerated testing on elements of
material is clearly more desirable. In the study of granular material behavior in pavements, the
repeated-load hollow cylinder test apparatus ,-A) appears to be a promising device. Its capability
to apply reversed shear stresses to the test specimen has meant that realistic in situ stress
conditions caused by a moving wheel loading can be simulated. The importance of close and

correct simulation of this condition has already been highlighted by the results presented in Section
Ill. Furthermore, studies of material anisotropy, principal stress rotation effects and the influence

of different intermediate principal stresses are made possible using the HCA.

B. NOTrINGHAM REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW CYLINDER TEST APPARATUS

The Nottingham HCA was first constructed in 1985 and the history of its development was
reported by O'Reilly (24). Since then, some modifications have been performed.The basic
configuration of the HCA is shown in Figure 17. For this project, further improvement
modifications were made. These included:

1. Addition of an external pressure chamber and the associated pressurising system.

2. Redesign of the top cap and base to accommodate the new pressure chamber.

3. Upgrading of the electronic controls for the loading system.

4. Addition of a new data acquisition system.
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Figure 17. Basic Configuration of the Nottingham Repeated-Load Hollow Cylinder
Apparatus.
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A photograph of the laboratory setup of the modified apparatus is shown in Figure 18 and a

flow diagram showing the interconnections between the various components of the system is

presented in Figure 19.

1. Size of Test Apparatus and Specimen

The designed dimensions of the repeated-load HCA are mainly influenced by the
size of the test specimen. One of the main inherent disadvantages of using a hollow cylinder

specimen is the nonuniformity of stress and strain across the specimen wall due to curvature.
Furthermore. because of the need to transfer shear stresses from the loading system to the

specimen, a more severe end restraint effect normally results when compared with the triaxial tests.

In order to reduce stress nonuniformity caused by specimen curvature, it is necessary to increase

the external diameter and reduce the wall thickness of the specimen. As a result of these

considerations, an external diameter of 280 mm and a wall thickness of 28 mm were adopted for

the Nottingham hollow cylinder specimen. This produces a ratio of external diameter to wall

thickness of 10, a value which finite-element calculations (25) showed to be satisfactory.

In determining the height of the specimen, both the presence of end restraints and
the need to provide a sufficiently long gauge length for deformation measurements were

considered. A study carried out by Wright et al (26) proposed that the height of the specimen

should satisfy the following equation:-

H > 5.44 1(b2 - a-) (10)

where H is the height of hollow cylinder specimen

b is the external radius

a is the internal radius

Using this equation, a minimum height of 457 mm is required. Based on this

criterion and other practical considerations, such as weight of the specimen and the dimensions of

the loading frame, a height for the Nottingham hollow cylinder specimen of 500 mm was used.

2. Loading System

Both the vertical and torsional loads are applied by servo-controlled hydraulic

actuators as shown in Figure 20. The vertically mounted actuator can provide a maximum load on
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the specimen of 20 kN with a 150 mm stroke. The horizontally mounted actuator, with its stroke

of 100 mm, can provide a torsional moment of up to 4.6 k.Nm to the centre shaft through the 230

mm long torque arm. A slip coupling device allows both the axial load and torque to be applied

down the same shaft. It also enables both loads to be measured by a simple purpose-made,

combined strain-gauged load cell (Figure 21) which is located immediately above the specimen.

The axial load is transferred to the specimen via the top platen and the upper specimen ring. For

the transfer of shear load, six shear vanes located at the bottom of the upper specimen ring and 16

interlocking castellations at the lower specimen ring (Figure 22) were used.

To carry out repeated loading, a waveform generator, capable of providing

sinusoidal, square or triangular waveforms at frequencies between 0.001 and 100 Hz for two

channels at variable phase angles shift was used. The command signal from the waveform

generator is fed into the electronic control unit where it is compared with the feedback signal

obtained from the load cell. An error signal is then sent to the two servo-valves so that they may
make the necessary adjustments. The time required by this feedback closed loop control is
generally very short, in the order of milliseconds, and can be adjusted by means of the gain setting

to suit different test materials.

Confining pressure can be applied through the medium of silicone oil or
compressed air in both the inner and outer cell chambers. The former medium is more desirable in
repeated loading situations (due to the quicker response caused by the incompressibility of the
fluid) while for constant pressures, the use of compressed air is found to be satisfactory.
Maximum pressure of up to 400 kPa can be achieved for both the inner and outer cells. Both
pressures can be controlled simultaneously by a single valve, hence allowing an isotropic condition
during the pressure build up. Alternatively, pressures for the inner and outer cell can be controlled
individually to allow presure differences across the specimen wall. These pressures are
monitored by pressure gauges located outside the HCA.

3 Sealing System

To maintain a good hollow cylindrical shape for the specimen of granular material
during sample preparation and testing, a tight seal condition must be achieved. Furthermore, if

different inner and outer cell pressures are to be used, a good sealing system becomes even more
essential.

A section of the HCA with the specimen showing all the major sealing units is
presented in Figure 23. The hollow cylinder specimen is basically enclosed by two 0.635 mm
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Figure 2 1. Combined Axial and Torsional Load Cell for the Repeated-Load Hollow

Cylinder Test Apparatus.
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thick cylindrical latex membranes with different diameters (280 and 224 mm) and two pairs of

specimen rings (upper and lower). The lower inner specimen ring, with its built-in rubber "0"

ring is fastened to the base with six 3 mm diameter Allen head bolts. After the inner membrane is

placed over this ring, the lower outer ring on which the specimen is made, slides in , trapping the

inner membrane between the two tapered surfaces of the rings. The lower outer specimen ring is

then fastened onto the base by six 8 mm Allen head bolts from the bottom of the base upward. A

further "O" ring located at the bottom of this specimen ring provides a seal between the inner and

outer pressure chambers. The outer membrane is simply secured by another "0" ring along the

outside of the specimen ring.

A similar sealing method is adopted at the top of the specimen where the inner

membrane is trapped between the tapered surfaces of the upper specimen rings. However, in order

to tighten the two rings together, three membrane holder blocks with 3 mm Allen head bolts are

used. After the outer membrane is secured by an "0" ring the top platen is placed and fastened

with 8 mm Allen head bolts to the upper outer specimen ring which contains an "0" ring around

the edge of its top face.

The outside pressure chamber consists of a hollow cylindrical perspex cell with 385

mm outside diameter and a wall thickness of 20 umm, a top cap and a base cast out of hard anodized

aluminium. The three units are held together by eight 15 mm diameter tie rods. A thick rubber "O"

ring is provided at each of the joints between the cell, cap and base. Two rubber seals are provided

at the centre hole of the cap through which the driving shaft transfers the loads from the servo-rams

to the specimen. Outside electrical, vacuum and pressure connections are made through holes

provided in the cap and base. Each of these holes within the pressurised chamber are individually

sealed with expansion "0" rings.

4. Deformation Measurements

Four independent deformation measurements are required to determine the complete

strain pattern. These are the change in specimen wall thickness, the overall change in sample

diameter, the axial deformation and the torsional deformation.

To measure the change in specimen wall thickness or the radial deformation, two

pairs of ,5 mm inductance coils attached to opposite sides of the specimen wall are used. A

known alternating current flows in one coil and the current induced in the other, which is a

function of their distance of separation, is recorded. Changes in specimen diameter are measured

using two strain-gauged epoxy hoops attached to the inner chamber of the hollow cylinder
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specimen using embedded studs. These devices, as shown in Figure 24, have been used

extensively at Nottingham (27).

Axial deformation is measured by two LVDTs mounted vertically on the specimen

by means of embedded studs. Deformation in a direction at 45 degrees to the vertical is also

measured by means of LVDTs. This latter measurement, together with those from the axial and

circumferential directions are used in the following equation to calculate the torsional deformation.

A photograph of the arrangement of the instruments is shown in Figure 25.

yf= 2E45 - Ez - (11)

where y = engineering shear swain

E45 = normal strain at 45 degrees to vertical direction

Ez = axial strain

S= circum ferential strain

All the instrumentations were located at the middle one third of the specimen to

minimize the end effects. Calibrations of the instrumentation were carried out regularly during the

project. A description of the calibration methods, procedure used and results obtained are presented

in Appendix B.

5. Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system for this project consists basically of the following four

components:-

a. A microcomputer with a single disk drive, a 20 Mb hard disk, an expanded

640 kb RAM (Random Access Memory), a colour monitor and option slots that support feature

cards for additional devices.

b. An analo,"ue-to-digital convertor with eight differential input channels, for-

output channels and four reh, . i he A/D conversion time is approximately 1.8 ms and up to 204

readings can be stored at each execution.

c. An IEEE 488 interface card which organizes and manages information flow

between I and 2.
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Coils mounted on the Hollow Cylinder Apparatus.
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Figure 25. Arrangerrnx of Venicul and 45-degree oriented LVDTs.
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d. A line printer which provides hard copies of graphics and text.

Several soft ware programs have been developed to retrieve, store and analyze the

data from the load cells, strain gauged hoops, inductance strain coils and LVDTs. Some of these

programs use existing packages for plotting and managing of data. The main program for the data

acquisition of the repeated-load HCA tests is called HCA. Details of this program, written in

BASIC language are shown in Appendix C.

C. STRESS CONDITIONS IN A HOLLOW CYLINDER

Figure 26 shows a hollow cylinder sample under the action of axial load W, torque MT,

internal pressure Pi and external pressure p0 . Despite the use of a high ratio of external diameter to

wall thickness and a tall specimen, stress non-uniformity cannot be completely eliminated.

Therefore, it is necessary to assume that the stresses are uniform and hence allowing their average

values to be defined. The stresses acting on an element of material along the wall of the hollow

cylinder, shown in Figure 26, are defined as follows:-

Uz= W + (ppb 2 - pia 2) (12)
n (b2 - a2 ) (b 2 - a2)

(pob + pia)
ar- :(b + a) (13)

(pob - pia)ae= (b -a) (14)

Oz- 3MT (15)
2nr (b3 - a3 )

whore az = average vertical stress

ar = average radial stress

cy= average circumferential stress

T= average shear stress in the O-z plane

a, b = internal and external radius of the specimen
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Since there are no shear stresses acting in the radial direction of the hollow cylinder
specimen, Or and the plane on which it acts (Figure 26) must be a principal stress and a principal

plane, respectively. The directions on which the other two principal stresses act must then be
normal to that of Or (ie. in the z-O plane). The exact directions of these latter principal stresses

which, again, must be normal to each other depend on the magnitude of the shear stresses acting

on the z-0 plane and can be easily obtained by means of the Mohr's circle for stress (28).

Figure 27 illustrates the construction of a Mohr circle based on the condition that Oz>O: and

cez is positive and shows that the same condition can be represented by the two principal stresses
and an angle of rotation a. Based on Figure 27, the following equations for the principal stresses

and the angle of principal stress rotation can be established:-

Sz +20 + 2 + z2 (15)

02 Or (16)

-3 Oz + ( Oz 2 )2  + tez 2  (17)

a = tan' 1 ( IOZ1J (18)

Note that equations (15) to (18) are only true under the following conditions:-

1. Pi > Po (19)

W
2. Pi -Po < na (20)

Where W, Pi, P0, a and b are as defined earlier.

The stress conditions in a hollow cylinder sample can also be expressed in the form of
stress invariants such as the octahedral normal and octahedral shear stress. In terms of principal

stresses, they are defined by:-

I
Goct = (01 + 02 + 03) (21)
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Figure 27. Mohr Circle for Stress.
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1
qoct = T I (oG - 02)2 + (02- 03)2 +(03 -0l)2] (22)

Note that

p = 0 oct (23)

According to Figure 27 and Equations (15) to (18), the rotation of principal planes in the
hollow cylinder specimen can only occur within the Ol and o3 planes. Therefore, it appears to be

possible to use the shear invariant q whenever shear stresses in the ol-o3 plane are considered. q is

defined by:-

q = (0l - 03) (24)

However, in order to investigate the influence due to the intermediate principal stress, 02, it

is also necessary to use the parameter, b, which is defined as:-

b (02- 03) (25)

(01 - 03)

The parameter, b, can only be either 0 or I in triaxial test conditions. However, in a
hollow cylinder test, this parameter can be varied continuously from 0 to 1.

D. STRAIN IN A HOLLOW CYLINDER

For the same reasons discussed for stress in a hollow cylinder, assumptions about the

uniformity of strains have to be made. The average strains for a hollow cylinder are defined as
follows:-

51
Ez = (26)

(a + b) (27)

St
r- (b - a) (28)
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where ez, ce and Er are the average axial, circumferential and radial strains

respectively

81 = change in vertical displacement over the gauge length L

8d = Change in specimen diameter

& = Change in thickness of specimen wall

a, b = interior and exterior radius of the specimen respectively

The shear strains in the z-O plane can be deduced from the Mohr circle for strain if Ez, Er

and the normal strain at a known direction within the plane can be obtained. A convenient method

is to measure the strain at 45 degrees to the vertical axis. The Mohr circle to determine the shear

strains is shown in Figure 28. It can be graphically shown that:-

EzO = C45 - I (Ee + EZ) (29)

where Ez0 is the pure shear strain on the plane at an angle at from the vertical

E45 is the normal strain at 45 degrees to the vertical and

ac is the rotation of the major principal strain plane

Figure 28 also shows that:-

El + E2+ + 2(EzE + Ez02 (30)

E3 £E2 2 Ez)+ ) z02 (31)

oe= tan' (-I I£q) (32)

where el and £3 are the major and minor principal strains in the O-z plane

respectively.

Because there is no shear stress acting on the z-r and r-O directions, it can be assumed that

the shear strains r£z and erg are zero. Hence Er becomes the third principal strain and, in theory:-

Er - E2 (33)
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The maximum shear strain in the z-O plane is defined as Emu where:-

Emax = i (El - E3) (34)

The state of swain in the specimen can also be represented by srain invariants. However,

the invariants should be selected such that they correspond to those used for stresses. The strain

invariant for q (Equation (24)) is cmax defined in equation 34. The invariants for p and qoct

(Equation (22)) are Ev and es. respectively, and they are defined as:-

Lv = El + E2 + E3 (35)

Es=T I(El - E2)2 + (C2 -e3)2 + (C3 -cI) 2])i (36)

E. SPECIMEN PREPARATION

When carrying out destructive tests, such as those for the investigation of permanent

deformation characteristics of granular material, the importance of uing "identical" specimens is

overwhelming. Therefore, a specimen preparation technique which is repeatable and capable of

producing specimens with the same properties is needed. For the repeated-load hollow cylinder

tests, a new method, based on the British Standard vibrating hammer test (BS5835) was

developed. A sketch showing the basic principal of the method is presented in Figure 29.

To make a hollow cylindrical specimen, an inner and an outer mold are required. The inner

mold consists of three articulated sections which can be extended and locked in its cylindrical shape

by two internal connections. The outer mold is essentially a thin walled cylinder which is divided

into three equal sections and held together by three Jubilee clips. Both molds rest under their own

weight on top of the base which is placed on top of a vibrating table. Three spacers are used at the

top of the mold to ensure that the required uniform wall thickness is achieved.

Two pieces of membranes are also required. The inner membrane fits the outside of the

inner mold tightly, thereby forming the required cylindrical shape. A vacuum should be used at six

locations to hold the outer membrane fimnly against the inside of the outer mold.

The sample waF ,uiit up in approximately seven layers with each consisting of three

kilograms of dry material. After the material had been poured and evenly spread, an aluminium
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compaction ring was placed on top. A surcharge load of approximately 40 kg was imposed on the

ring through a lever system. While the surcharge is acting, 120 seconds of vibration, at 50 Hz

frequency, were applied. The amplitude of vibration was allowed to decrease gradually from its

maximum value to 0 during the last 30 seconds.

After each layer had been compacted, the vertical distance between the surface of the

compacted material to the top of the mold was measured at eight locations. These measurements

allowed calculation of the average thickness, and the density of each layer.

After the specimen was completely built and sealed (see Figure 23) an internal vacuum was

applied prior to release of the molds. The inner mold was folded inward and removed while the

outer mold was released simply by unfastening the Jubilee clips. A plan view of these molds

during and after specimen construction is shown in Figure 30. Installation of the instrumentation

followed, then the outer pressure chamber was placed and the top cap was fastened.
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SECTION V

TEST PROGRAM FOR REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW CYLINDER TESTS

A. INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of carrying out repeated-load hollow cylinder tests for this

project was to study the effect of reversed shear stresses on the permanent deformation behavior of

granular material. For this part of the study, emphasis was placed on the difference between the

with-shear and without-shear (or simply the triaxial) conditions. The tests also examined the

difference in behavior under the laboratory simulated condition involving unidirectional and

bidirectional shear reversal.

The test program also included tests to determine the resilient stress-strain behavior of the

granular material concerned. An understanding of this behavior under the new stress regime

available from the HCA is also essential as the stiffness of the material will affect the load

spreading capability of the granular material.

Comparison of the behavior of granular material tested in the repeated-load HCA under

triaxial conditions and that tested in the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus is also warranted. This

comparison can be viewed as a means to "calibrate" both test devices, thereby, new interpretations

may be made of the large amount of existing results from the repeated-load triaxial tests.

B. THE TEST MATERIAL

The material used for the repeated-load hollow cylinder tests was a crushed dolomitic

limestone. Because of the small thickness of the specimen wall, the maximum particle size was

limited to about 5 mm, giving a ratio of specimen thickness to maximum particle size of

approximately 1:6. A representative grading envelope for the uncompacted "virgin" material is

shown in Figure 3 1. The envelope indicates that the material was continuously graded with 95 and

18 percent of the material passing the 5 mm and 75 gm sieve respectively. The curves also follows

closely Fuller's equation (Equation (1)) with maximum particle size of 5.6 mm and an "n" value of

0.4. A series of standard vibrating hammer tests (BS 5835) was carried out on the dry materials.

The maximum dry density obtained from the test was 2216 kg/m 3 . The specific gravity of the

material contained between the 5 mm and 2 mm sieves was found to be 2.7. The shape of the
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aggregate particles for this group of materials, when examined under a microscope, could be
considered as flaky. Because there were no pore pressure or suction measuring devices available in
the HCA, the material was tested dry. This ensured that all the stresses used and measured were
effective stresses.

The method of specimen preparation described in the last chapter was found to be
satisfactory and capable of producing relatively high density, despite the large height of the
specimen. Segregation was found to be acceptable as shown also in Figure 31 by the average
gradings of the materials retrieved from the top, middle and bottom of the tested specimen. Except
for the last layer, the variation of density of the compacted material between different specimens
was found to be small, as shown in Figure 32 for all the specimens prepared. Furthermore, if

consideration was given only to the middle section of the specimen where deformations were
measured, the difference became less significant.

C. PERMANENT STRAIN TESTS

A permanent strain test consisted of applying many cycles of the same stress conditions to a
specimen and monitoring its permanent, nonrecoverable deformation at regular time intervals.
Because the permanent strain behavior of granular material is dependent on its stress and strain
history (i.e. the stresses and strains it has previously been subjected to), only one particular set of
stress conditions could be used for each specimen.

A total of 9 tests belonging to this category, each involving at least 10,000 cycles of
repeated loading, were carried out. These tests were divided into three series of three tests each as

detailed in Table 4. The magnitude of the stresses chosen were based on the stress measurements
obtained from the granular base in a full scale test carried out in the Nottingham PTF (23).
Although the granular materials involved were different, it was believed that the stresses adopted
here were realistic. In all nine tests, both the internal and external cell pressures were kept constant

at 100 kPa.

The three specimens involved in each series were subjected to the same repeated vertical
stress which varied sinusoidally at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. The only difference was the applied
shear stress. The variations of shear stress in each test within one series were designed to allow
comparison of results for the following three conditions:
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TABLE 4.

DETAILS OF PERMANENT STRAIN TESTS CARRIED OUT WITH THE
REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW CYLINDER TEST APPARATUS

Vertical Torsional Phase Angle between
Test Test Stress Shear Stress Vertical & Torsional

Series Number (kPa) (kPa) Stresses

1 0-150 0 0
2 0-150 -20-+20 -90
3 0-150 -20-+20 +90/-90

2 4 0-200 0 0
5 '-200 -20-+20 -90
6 0-200 -20-+20 +90/-90

3 7 0-200 0 0
8 0-200 -30-+30 -90
9 0-200 -30-- ;0 +90/-90

1. Triaxial Condition

In this case, no shear stress was applied. This provided the basis for comparison of

results with those which involved shear stress reversals. It also allowed results obtained from the

repeated-load triaxial test apparatus to be compared.

2. Condition under a wheel load moving in one direction (unidirectional shear
reversal)

To simulate the stresses under this condition, the phase angle between the vertical

and the shear stress (which also varied sinusoidally at the same frequency) waveforms was

adjusted to 90 degrees, as shown in Figure 33. As a result, the variation of angle of principal plane

rotation with time shown in Figure 34 was obtained. Because the HCA was not dble to generate a

variable cell pressure, the variation of horizontal stress (as shown in Figure 1 Section 1) could not

be simulated. Instead, a constant pressure was used.
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3. Condition under a wheel load moving in both directions (bidirectional shear
reversal)

This condition , as represented in Figures 35 and 36, was basically the same as that for the

unidirectional shear reversal. The exception was that at regular preset interval during the test, the

phase angle between the vertical and shear stress was switched from +90 to -90 degrees or visa

versa. For the purpose of simulating laboratory bidirectional loading, it would be ideal if the

switching of the phase angle were carried out in successive cycles. However, since the switching

process was manually controlled, it became impractical, if not impossible for it to happen.

Therefore a compromise for the sequence of changes of phase angle as shown in Figure 37 was

adopted for this test.

The stress paths for the three series of tests are shown, in q-p stress space, in Figure 38.

The paths for the two conditions with reversed shear stresses are practically identical and slightly

curved. For the riaxial condition, a straight stress path is apparent. Despite this difference, the end

points of the paths are identical for each series of tests.

D. 50-CYCLE TESTS

When the stress path used in a permanent deformation test approaches the static failure

condition, both the magnitude and the rate of development of permanent strain will increase. As the

resulting deformations are generally large, the effect due to stress or strain history will be very

much reduced. Using this assumption, a series of permanent strain tests involving several stress

paths, each of increasing severity, can be carried out on a single specimen of granular material.

Because of the rapid build-up of permanent strain, only a limited number of cycles of each repeated

stress condition could be allowed before the specimen was totally damaged.

In this project, the number of cycles used for each stress path was approximately 50, hence

the name "50-cycle test." The main objective of the "50-cycle" test was to make use of a less time-

consuming method to examine the effect of the reversed shear stresses on the rate of development

of permanent strains. In order to achieve this, each test was divided into two parts, each part

consisting of 25 cycles of the same stress condition. In one part, only the vertical stress was cycled

while, in the other, an additional unidirectional reversed shear stress was applied. An example of

the variation of the stress conditions recorded during a 50-cycle test is shown in Figure 39. In

some tests, the "without-shear" condition was allowed to precede the "with-shear" (or triaxial)

condition in order to counteract the possible strain history effect caused during the initial 25 cycles
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of stresses. All components of strain, both recoverable and the non-recoverable (permanent), were

monitored continuously during the 50 cycles of stress, allowing their variations during the two
parts of test to be compared.

Seven 50-cycle tests were carried out on one hollow cylinder specimen. Details of the

stress conditions used are shown in Table 5. The stress paths in q-p stress space are shown in

Figure 40. The solid lines represent the paths with reversed shear stresses. In order to allow more
time to implement the stress changes (from "with-shear" to "without-shear"), a slower frequency

of 0.4 Hz was used for the repeated stress waves.

TABLE 5

DETAILS OF 50-CYCLE TESTS

Test Vertical Torsional Cell I Maximum Test2

Number Stress Shear Stress Pressure (q/p) Sequence
(kPa) (kPa) (kPa) Ratio

1 0-200 -30-+30 100 1.20 1

2 0-200 -30-+30 70 1.46 2

3 0-250 -30-+30 50 1.88 1

4 0-300 -30-+30 50 2.00 1

5 0-250 -30-+30 38 2.06 2

6 0-250 -30-+30 35 2.11 1

7 0-200 -30-+30 23 2.23 2

Note: I. The pressure is for both the inner and outer cell chamber.
2. "1" means that the "without-shear" condition precedes the "with-shear" condition. "2' means the

revers•e.

3. Phase angle between the vertical and torsional stresses is 90 degree for all tests
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E. RESILIENT STRAIN TESTS

In a resilient strain test, the stress paths used are well away from the failure condition. As a
result, it can be assumed that the specimen responds elastically and all the strain components
essentially recover during unloading.

The resilient behavior of the specimen used in the permanent strain tests was regularly
monitored during the tests. However, the resilient stress paths involved were only limited to the
one used for that particular permanent strain test. This cautious procedure was adopted to minimize
the risk of causing a stress or strain history effect on the result of the permanent strain tests. A new
specimen, therefore, was constructed to allow a more thorough study of the resilient behavior of
the granular material used. The specimen was subjected to a much wider range of stress conditions
as detailed in Appendix C. The test program aimed at covering a range of intermediate principal
stress and angle of principal plane rotation.

However, "Jump" rotation of 90 degrees can occur between the circumferential plane (on
which oe acts) and the axial (on which oz acts) or radial (on which Or acts) plane during repeated
loading when Or becomes larger than az and ao or when co0 becomes larger than or. In these
cases, principal plane rotation will occur in both the z-r or 0-r directions. Therefore, in order to
avoid complications caused by the three dimensional rotation, the conditions stated in equations 19
and 20 were followed at all times during the resilient tests. This ensured that 0 r was always the
intermediate principal stress and rotation of principal stress plane was restricted to the @-z plane.
The frequency of the repeated stress wave used in these tests was 0.5 Hz.

F. REPEATED-LOAD TRIAXIAL TESTS

The repeated-load HCA is undoubtedly a complicated testing device which will remain as a
research tool for some time. At the moment, results of tests from this device are scarce and,
therefore, cannot be used immediately with confidence. As a result, it appears to be advantageous
to make comparisons between the performance of the HCA and that of the more widely used
repeated-load triaxial test apparatus.

Two cylindrical specimens of the same granular material used in the HCA tests, with
diameters of 150 mm and heights of 300 mm were tested in a repeated-load triaxial test apparatus.
In the first test, a series of resilient stress paths, as detailed in Appendix E, were applied. After the
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resilient tests were completed, a permanent strain test, which used the same stress path as that for
Tests 4 and 7 of the HCA test program, was carried out on the same specimen. For the second
specimen, only the permanent strain test was performed. The permanent strain test involved at least
10,000 cycles of repeated load at a frequency of 0.5 Hz.

The miaxial specimens were manufactured, using the same vibrating table and surcharge as
for the HCA specimens. As a result, the densities obtained for the triaxial specimens TX1 and
TX2, which were 1950 and 1909 kg/m3 respectively, were similar to those of the hollow cylinder
specimens.
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SECTION VI

RESULTS FROM REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW CYLINDER TESTS

A. INTRODUCTION

The results of the tests described in Section V are presented in the following sections. A
total of 11 hollow cylinder and 2 triaxial specimens were tested for this part of the investigation. In

the permanent strain tests, because the number of specimens was limited, it was not possible to
perform replicate tests for each stress path. However, for the resilient strain tests, duplicate tests
were carried out. The emphasis of the presentation of the results from the permanent strain tests is

placed mainly on the trend of permanent strain development rather than the absolute values of
strains. This approach is considered to be applicable, particularly for programs involving small
numbers of tests. In general, more information was available from resilient strain tests, despite the

use of much fewer specimens. As a result, a more detailed analysis of the results was possible.

B. PERMANENT STRAIN TESTS

In a permanent strain test, the electronic signals from all the instrumentation were
monitored without interruption during the first 30 cycles. Typical plots of the relationship between

stresses and one of the strain components with time are shown in Figures 41 and 42, respectively.
A few cycles of time are normally required at the start of the test for the stresses to reach their target
values. The average number of data points captured per cycle during the first 30 cycles was about
eight. To collect data for subsequent numbers of cycle, the test was stopped and the
nonrecoverable or permanent strain components were then individually recorded.

1. Comparison between Triaxial, Uni- and Bidirectional Shear Reversal Conditions

The variations of permanent strain with number of stress cycles, for the nine
specimens used in the three series of repeated-load HCA tests, are shown in Figures 43 to 46.
Four types of strains were included for comparison. They were the permanent axial strain, (Ea)p
(Figure 43), the permanent horizontal strain, (Eh)p (Figure 44), defined here as the sum of the

radial and circumferential strains , the permanent volumetric strain, (Ev)p (Figure 45) and the
permanent maximum shear strain in the e-z plane, (Emf)p, as defined in equation 34 (Figure 46).
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The use of the sum of the radial and circumferential instead of their individual
values was justifiable as they both had broadly the same magnitude and sign and varied in similar

manner with the number of cycles.

Figures 43 to 46 are largely self-explanatory. However, some description may be

required to highlight the important features:

a. In the first series of tests, while the skill of operating the newly modified

test apparatus was still being perfected, the stresses which were applied to the specimens during

the first 10 cycles were rather variable. As a result, it was decided that the permanent strains

occurring during this early period should be discarded. Hence, zero permanent strains were

assumed at cycle 10 for all the tests in this series. In subsequent test series, all strains were

presented from the first cycle.

b. The magnitude of all strain components is quite small, even after 10,000

cycles of stress. In the first test series, the maximum strain remained less than 0.5 percent. With

the shear stress ratio, (q/p)max increased from 1 (in the first test series) to 1.2, the maximum strain

in the second and third series reached about 1.5 percent. In general, (Ev)p is about 2 times (Emax)p.

In all tests, (Ea)p are positive (compressive) while most (Eh)p values are negative (dilatant).

However, because of the predominantly high magnitude of the axial strains, the resulting

volumetric strains are all positive, indicating contraction. The permanent maximum shear strains,

on the other hand, are all positive by definition.

c. Most components of strains, with the exception of (eh)p, increase gradually

and, broadly linearly, with the logarithm of the number of cycles. In the first test series, after about

2000 cycles, the permanent strains tended to stabilize. In subsequent series, signs of stabilization

of strain were observed for some but not all tests.

d. The most obvious difference in permanent strain behavior among the three

investigated stress conditions is found in the development of permanent horizontal strain (Figure
44). Under triaxial condition, (Eh)p was dilatant and remained so throughout the test. It also tended

to stabilize rather rapidly at a terminal value. However, when reversed shear stresses were applied,

the initial permanent strain was dilatant but then after 100 to 300 cycles of stress, it started to move

towards the compressive end. In the two cases with unidirectional shear reversal in Series I and 2,

the change from negative to positive permanent strain occurred rather rapidly and tended to

accelerate towards the end of the tests.
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e. It appears that higher permanent contractive volumetric strains occurred
when reversed shear stresses were applied (see Figure 45). In the first test series, (cip under

triaxial stress conditions was only one third to one fourth of that with shear reversal. However,

with the ratio of the torsional shear to vertical stress reduced, there seemed to be less difference

between the strains for the three conditions. Figure 45 may also suggest that when the stress ratio

mentioned above is high, conditions with bidirectional shear reversal are likely to result in more

permanent volumetric strain.

f. The behavior of (Ea)p and (Emax)p is very similar. In the first test series, the

specimen under triaxial stress conditions (which incidentally was the very first specimen to be

tested in the test program) developed the smallest permanent strain. However, in both subsequent

test series, specimens under triaxial stress conditions were found to develop the highest strains.

The results from these latter test series led to the belief that the first specimen may have suffered

from some disturbance or strain history during the "setup" of the test. This may also explain the

much smaller permanent volumetric strains which occurred in this specimen.

g. Taking into account of the possible error mentioned in paragraph f above

and based on Figure 46b and 46c, it appears that when reversed shear stresses are applied, a

reduction in the build-up of permanent maximum shear strain is likely to occur. Figure 46 also
indicates consistently that higher (Emax)p occurs under the bidirectional than unidirectional shear

stress reversal.

2. Comparison between Results from Tests carried out in Repeated-load HCA and
Triaxial Apparatus

A comparison of the permanent strains from the HCA Tests 4 and 7 under triaxial

stress conditions and the two tests carried out in the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus involving

the use of an identical set of stresses are shown in Figures 47 to 50.

The scatter of results shown in the figures were considered acceptable when

compared with others (18) which involved up to five replicate tests using one piece of test

apparatus. More consistent results were obtained for permanent axial strain than for horizontal

strain which, for tests carried out in the triaxial test apparatus, is defined as twice the permanent

radial strain. For the latter strain, although the pattern of strain development in tests carried out in

both apparatus was very much the same, the strain magnitudes obtained from the HCA were found

to be much higher.
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A comparison of (Ev)p and (Emax)p from the HCA Tests 5 and 8 and the two tests

performed with the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus are shown in Figure 51 and 52

respectively. Both the HCA tests were performed under the condition with unidirectional shear

reversal and both repeated-load triaxial tests involved an identical (q/p)max value as those used in

the HCA tests.The comparison indicates that the permanent strain behavior of the granular material

under the condition simulated by the HCA with the particular magnitude of reversed shear stresses

is, by and large, similar to that obtained by the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus.

C. 50 - CYCLE TESTS

Since the stress-strain behavior of the hollow cylinder specimen was continuously

monitored during the 50-cycle tests, the average number of data points recorded per cycle was

reduced to five. As a result, some peaks and troughs of the stress and strain waveforms could not

be captured. However, it was believed that the overall rate of permanent strain development during

the two parts of each test was satisfactorily obtained for comparison purpose.

Figures 53 and 54 illustrate one of the results obtained from a 50-cycle test. In these

figures, the variation of strain, including both the recoverable and non-recoverable components,

with the logarithm of the number of cycles for the two parts of the test is showan. Figure 53

indicates that the accumulated permanent axial strain varies approximately linearl% with the

logarithm of the number of cycles within both parts of the test but at different rates under the two

different stress conditions. This behavior was also observed for the permanent horizontal strain, as

shown in Figure 54, although the behavior was generally dilatant. Simplified plots to illustrate

these results are shown in Figure 55 in which the vertical axis represents only permanent strain and

the slopes for the two parts of the test are highlighted. Similarly, the slopes for the permanent

volumetric and maximum shear strain could be calculated.

A summary of these slopes, or rate of permanent strain development for the seven 50-cycle

tests is shown in Table 6. All positive rate values represent a tendency to develop compressive

strain while the negative ones indicate dilatancy. When these results were analyzed, emphasis was

placed on the comparison of strain rates obtained within one test. The use of an individual strain

rate for general comparison purposes may be misleading because of the likely strain history effect
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TABLE 6.

SUMMARY OF PERMANENT STRAIN RATES IN 50-CYCLE TESTS

Test Axial Strain Horizontal Strain Volumetric Strain Shear Strain
Number

w/Shear No/Shear w/Shear No/Shear w/Shear No/Shear w/Shear No/Shear

1 2600 2352 -300 -600 2100 1520 1100 1071

2 264 220 -76 -50 190 100 150 165

3 2530 334 -2616 -630 -346 -134 2375 289

4 5964 1832 -3737 -1532 1667 -209 4198 1443

5 10740 1471 -15226 -4712 -3924 -2513 8537 2242

6 1975 1859 -667 -860 325 -50 715 689

7 7291 3388 -14176 -9956 -2480 -2400 6501 3580

on the particular rate value. Examples can be found from the results for Tests 2 and 6. The strain
rates obtained in these tests were generally very low despite an increased stress ratio (Iqp)max (see

Table 5).

A plot of the permanent strain rates obtained from stress conditions with unidirectional

shear reversal against those from triaxial (no shear) conditions is shown in Figure 56. The plot

contains values from the four strain components.

Figure 56 indicates that most data points lie well within the region where the absolute value

of the permanent strain rate obtained under the condition with shear reversal is higher than that

under triaxial condition. Note that the data points include results involving the two test sequences

described in Table 5. Therefore, any possible strain history caused by the first 25 cycles of stress

are considered in the comparison.

In Figure 56, the horizontal distance between the data points and the line of equality

represents the difference between the two strain rates. Generally, large differences were obtained

for both the permanent axial and horizontal strain rates. The change in strain rate for the permanent

shear strain is somewhat smaller. The least difference in strain rate between the "with-" and
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"without-" reversed shear condition was that for the permanent volumetric strain. This is due

largely to the fact that the signs for the permanent axial and horizontal strains are opposite. Hence,

when their summation was performed to obtain the permanent volumetric strain, the effect due to

the reversed shear stresses was significantly reduced. None the less, it is worth noting that in tests

number 4 and 6, the permanent volumetric strain changed from dilatant when under triaxial

condition to compressive when reversed shear stresses were applied (see Table 6).

D. RESILIENT STRAIN TESTS

I. Resilient Behavior during Permanent Strain Tests

The resilient behavior of the granular material during the permanent strain tests was

continuously monitored. Comparisons of the resilient volumetric and maximum shear strains

obtained during the nine tests are shown in Figures 57 and 58, respectively. All the strains were

caused by the same stress conditions which were used for the particular permanent strain test. The

comparisons generally indicate that the application of a reversed shear stress, either uni- or

bidirectional, does not result in significant changes in the resilient behavior of the material. The

only exception occurred, again, in the resilient volumetric strain of the first specimen of the first

series (Figure 57a) which may have undergone some degree of strengthening due to previous

straining. However, the overall results also indicate a gradual decrease in resilient strains as

permanent strains build up.

2. Resilient Behavior under Wide Range of Stress Conditions

While Figures 57 and 58 only show the influence due to reversed shear stresses,

more results were obtained from resilient strain tests performed on a separate hollow cylinder and

one triaxial specimen. These tests covered a large number of stress paths which included variations

in the angle of principle plane rotation and the intermediate principal stress. A summary of the

results of these tests are presented in Appendix D.

For each stress path used in a resilient strain test, at least 50 cycles of stress were

applied before the first set of strain responses was recorded. A duplicate set of results was taken

after another 20 to 30 cycles ( time required for the first set of data to be processed). The average

of the two sets of results was then used for analysis. Since only one cycle of stresses and strains
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was normally recorded for each stress path used in a resilient strain test, it was possible to record

50 data points for each component of stress and strain.

a. Results of Tests carried out in the Repeated-load Triaxial Test Apparatus

Both the average resilient axial and radial strains were measured during the

tests which involved the use of 19 stress paths. The stress-strain relationships of the granular

materials was again summarized by the mathematical contour model described in Section 11C.

A multiple regression analysis was carried out to determine the coefficients

used in Equations (7) and (9). The best fit values thus obtained are shown as follows:

G1= 1282 m= 0.20

K•= 1596 n= 0.33 3- 0.08

where GI and KI are in kPa and the strains calculated are in fractions.

Plots of the resilient volumetric and shear strains calculated using the above

coefficients against their measured values are shown in Figures 59 and 60 respectively. For the

resilient shear strain, a correlation coefficient, R2 , of 0.96 was obtained. For the resilient

volumetric strain, R2, was 0.95. The overall high R2 values confirmed that the contour model was

able to predict the resilient behavior of the granular material tested by the repeated-load triaxial

apparatus.

b. Results of Repeated-load Hollow Cylinder Tests

(1) Triaxial Stress Paths

Before analysis of the cases involving principal plane rotation, it

appeared to be appropriate to consider the stress-strain behavior of the hollow cylinder specimens

tested under triaxial stress conditions. To do this, the same contour model described in the last

section was used. In order to allow direct comparison of the coefficients which governed the

resilient shear modulus, the shear strain as defined in Equation (2) was used. The principal values

involved in the equation were in turn calculated using Equations (30) and (31). For the evaluation

of bulk modulus, the volumetric strain as defined in Equation (35) was used.
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A total of 23 triaxial stress paths were used in the resilient strain

tests performed by means of the HCA. A multiple regression analysis performed on the results of

these tests yielded the following results:

GI =994 m= 0.20

KI = 809 n= 0.33 (3=0.08

where GI and KI are in kPa and the strains calculated are in fraction.

Plot of the calculated resilient volumetric and shear strains against

their measured values are shown in Figure 61 and 62 respectively. The R2 value for the resilient

shear strain is again very high but that for the volumetric strain is very much reduced. However,

the best fit values for the coefficients m,n and (3, obtained independently by multiple regression

analysis, are the same as those obtained from tests using the repeated-load triaxial apparatus. This

indicates that both laboratory devices are consistent in determining the non-linear and stress-

dependent components of the behavior model used. However, for the remaining constants, KI and

GI, they were found to be respectively 97 percent and 29 percent less than their counterparts

obtained from the triaxial test apparatus.

(2) Stress Paths involving Principle Plane Rotation

To model the behavior of granular material under rotating principal

stresses, it is vital to know the directions of the strain change. In traditional material science

theories, the general assumption is that during elastic behavior, the directions of principal stress

and strain coincide. In this project, this assumption was examined first.

Figures 63 to 66 show the variation in the angles of major principal

stress and strain (from the vertical direction) with time during one cycle of loading. The figures

embrace the results from four different stress paths involving different modes of stress and strain

rotation. The data shown in the figures were calculated from measured responses which were not

electronically or mathematically filtered. As a result, they are subjected to errors due to electrical
"noise" and other interference in the measuring system. Despite this, they indicate that the rotations

of major principal stress and strain are generally coincident.

This finding is particularly encouraging as it suggests that there is no

need for a stress-strain model to consider the additional relationship between the direction of stress
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and strain. As a result, the use of an invariant approach, such as the contour model, to represent
the general stress and strain conditions may still be considered appropriate. However, in doing so,
the angle of principal plane rotation, a and possibly, the b-value which is used to characterize the

intermediate principal stress, may need to be included.

The development of a resilient stress-strain models under general
stress conditions is beyond the scope of this project. Therefore, the investigation performed here is
only limited. The analysis consisted of using the contour model and the coefficients established
earlier for the triaxial conditions to predict the resilient strains under the new and more complex
stress conditions which involved principal plane rotation. In the prediction calculation, only
principal stresses and strains were used. The applicability of the model was then evaluated by

determining how well strains could be predicted.

As shown in Figure 67, the correlation between the predicted and
measured resilient shear strains for the 133 stress paths which were used is generally very good
with R2 equal to 0.93. This indicates that principal plane rotation, which is not represented in the
stress-strain model does not have much influence on the shear behavior. The results also show
that, for the stress conditions analyzed which cover a wide range of b values (see Figure D-
I Appendix D), the effect of the intermediate principal stress, 0F2, can be satisfactorily represented
by the stress invariant p. It is worth noting that better correlation is generally obtained when the

strain is positive than negative.

To calculate resilient volumetric strain, the invariant for shear stress,
q in equation 9 was replaced, more appropriately, by the octahedral value. qoct. This also
necessitates the correction of the P3 value in the equation. A plot of the calculated and measured

strains is shown in Figure 68. Although a general trend towards equality was observed,
considerable scatter of results and a marked drop in the degree of correlation were obtained. In
order to investigate the discrepancy, the value, &v defined as:

8v = "V(msud)- •Vpredicted) (37)

was singled out for further analysis.

Figure 69 shows a plot of Bv against 86 /pm which represents the
change of torsional shear stress normalized by the mean p value, Pm. A similar plot of &v against
8b/11m which represents the cnange in b value normalized by the mean shear stress ratio.

(qoci)m/pm, is shown in Figure 70. These normalized parameters were chosen simply because the)'
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fulfilled the vital requirement of being dimensionless and were able to represent respectively, the

effect of principal plane rotation and the variation in intermediate principal stress. Furthermore,
both parameters include the mean normal stress value, p and shear stresses, in the form of either T

or qoct, which are of fundamental importance in the strain behavior of granular materials. Hence,

they both have good potential to be included in the development of an improved stress-strain

model.

Despite the widespread scatter of results in both figures, Figure 69

shows a tendency for higher change of torsional shear stress to cause more compressive volumetric

strain than predicted. This finding is in apparent agreement with those of the permanent strain tests

regarding the effect of the torsional shear stresses.

Figure 70 suggests that, for those stress paths which involved a

decrease of b-value (i.e. +5b), the contour model tends to underpredict the compressive volumetric

strain. However, when 8b is negative, higher strain is predicted. Very little consideration has been

given to the effect of the b-value on resilient behavior of granular material. One set of test results

which has close relevance to the data presented here is from the triaxial extention-compression tests

performed by Pappin (18). In those tests, b changed from I during extention to 0 when under

compression. Hence 8b equal to +1. He found that most of his calculated resilient volumetric

strains were also underpredicted.

E. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

1. Permanent Strain Behavior

Results of the hollow cylinder tests indicate that the permanent strain behavior of

granular material is affected by the reversed shear stresses. However, because of the limited

number of tests and stress conditions involved, it is difficult to draw any definite conclusion about

their influence. The tests revealed that, when stress conditions are approaching failure, the rate of

development of permanent strain may be significantly increased due to the additional reversed shear

stresses. In conditions where (q/P)max is low and when the magnitude of the reversed shear stress

is small, compared with other normal stresses, the difference between the strain response under the
"with-shear" and triaxial conditions may be small. Under these low stress conditions, results of

tests performed by the less complicated repeated-load triaxial test apparatus were found to be

sufficiently accurate.
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Results of the permanent strain tests consistently suggest that higher permanent
strains, both volumetric and maximum shear, are obtained due to bidirectional reversed shear
stresses. This finding appears to conform with the results of the large-scale rutting tests carried out
in the Pavement Test Facility.

2 Resilient Strain Behavior

Although the scale of effort invested in the study of the resilient strain behavior was
not as large as that for the permanent strain, a few interesting findings were obtained. One which
may be considered important is the observation that rotation of principal stress and strain planes
were coincident during resilient tests. This provides support for the continuing use of a relatively

simple invariant approach to model the resilient behavior even under the more complex stress
conditions. The investigation showed that the resilient shear strain in the plane where the torsional
shear stress was acting was independent of the rotation of the principal plane caused by the shear
stress. It further indicated that the contour model and its coefficients, obtained from tests under
triaxial conditions, could be used to provide reasonably good predictions of the shear strain under a
much wider range of complex stress conditions.

The volumetric behavior, however, was difficult to model correctlvy nonetheless, an
indication of behavior relating to the applied torsional shear stress and the variation of the
intermediate principal stresses was obtained. This should provide some insight for future
improvement of models for resilient volumetric strain.

Tests carried out in the repeated-load triaxial apparatus and the HCA yielded similar
coefficients for the contour model. However, under identical stress conditions, the volumetric
strains obtained from the HCA were found to be higher. One possible reason for the discrepancies
could be due to the small gauge length in the radial direction of the hollow cylinder specimen.
Compared with that in the circumferential direction of the same specimen and the radial direction
of a triaxial specimen, it was respectively 8 and 5.4 times less. As a result, any possible error will
be magnified by the same order. As the calculation of the resilient maximum shear strain in the
hollow cylinder is independent of the radial strain, the discrepancy between the results obtained
from the two pieces of apparatus was found to be very much reduced.
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SECTION VII

VALIDATION OF REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW CYLINDER TESTS

A. INTRODUCTION

The potential of the HCA to simulate moving traffic in laboratory element tests was

demonstrated in the last section. The results of the tests indicated that the permanent deformation

behavior, in particular, of granular material was very much influenced by the characteristic

reversed shear stresses from a moving wheel load. In order to ensure that the HCA will continue to

serve as an important and useful laboratory device for the study of granular material behavior for

pavement applications, validation of the current test data by means of wheel tracking experiments

in the Pavement Test Facility appeared to be desirable.

Emphasis of these validation tests was placed on the permanent deformation behavior of the

granular material. This was because the latter behavior is generally difficult to model theoretically

and, hence, its incorporation in any analytical design method will depend directly on the results of

individual laboratory tests, such as those performed in this project.

B. APPROACH TO THE VALIDATION EXPERIMENT

The objective of the experiment was to reproduce the same stress conditions in the granular

base of the PFM tests under a moving wheel as those imposed on the specimen in the earlier hollow

cylinder tests which involved reversed shear stresses. Comparison of the permanent deformation

response of the granular base was then made with that of the hollow cylinder specimen. The main

comparison was limited to the permanent vertical strain which is closely related to the rut formation

in the pavement.

Unlike the uniform stresses experienced by the hollow cylinder specimen, the magnitudes

of the stress components within the granular base layer varied with the depth below the pavement

surface. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the longitudinal (i.e. parallel to the direction of traffic) and

lateral stresses in the pavement were not only different, but also were believed to be influenced by

residual stresses resulting from the compaction process. These stresses are very difficult to

measure. As a result, it became clear that only part of the granular base would experience similar
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stresses to those used in the HCA tests and that matching of all components of stress at a general

depth within the layer would be difficult, if not impossible.

Nevertheless, to identify an appropriate part of the granular base for comparison of

response, a comprehensive instrumentation program was designed so that the stresses and the

corresponding strains, both resilient and permanent, could be cuptured. However, matching the

stresses would be hampered by the limited number of stress measuring device that could be

installed in the granular layer. Therefore, it appeared advantageous to use the measured resilient

vertical strain, which, in turn, depended on the overall stress changes, as the primary matching

criterion for the validation experiment. The limited number of stress measurements, on the other

hand, would be used in an analytical evaluation procedure to aid the determination of a more

complete stress pattern throughout the granular layer.

Efforts were also made to ensure that other test condition, with the exception of the means

of loading, were similar. These conditions included:

1. Materials

Both the granular materials used in the HCA and PTF tests were produced by the

same quarry with maximum particle size of 5 mm and Fuller's "n" value of approximately 0.4. As

the material was formed by only one bin size of aggregates, variations of grading were found to be

negligible. Whilst approximately 21 kg of materials was needed for each HCA test. over 3000 kg

of material was used in the large-scale experiment. The granular base was overlain by a British

Standard (29) gap graded bituminous wearing course and underlain by a stiff silty clay subgrade

with CBR of about 5 percent.

2. Means of Compaction

Both materials were subjected to a vibratory type of compaction. The granular base

was compacted by a vibrating roller, while the granular material in the HCA tests was compacted

by a vibrating table. The similarity in method of specimen preparation may help to reduce the

influence on behavior due to the possibly different fabric caused by different means of compaction.
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3. Dry Density and Moisture Content

The dry density of the granular base was continuously monitored during

compaction by means of a nuclear density meter. The average dry density of the base was 1953

kg/m 3 , which compared with 2000 kg/m 3 for Specimens 5 and 8 of the HCA tests. Moisture

content of the granular base was about 2 percent after a limited period of air drying. In the HCA

tests, however, dry materials were used.

C. PAVEMENT DESIGN

The thickness of the granular base was dictated by the number of instruments that needed to

be accomodated. As a result, the minimum thickness of 225 mm was used. The existing subgrade

condition was considered acceptable. Therefore, the only design variable was the thickness of the

bituminous layer. The computer program, BISTRO (30), which is based on linear elastic layer

theory, was used to guide the preliminary design. The elastic moduli for the bituminous and

subgrade materials were estimated on the basis of past research. However, test results presented in

the last section were used to obtain moduli for the granular base. The design also took into

consideration the range of contact stresses provided by the PTF. The final designed thickness of

the bituminous layer was 60 mm. With this value, it wa& estimated that the vertical stress and strain

at the middle of the granular base due to a 8 kN wheel load would be similar to that used in the

HCA tests.

Due to the crudeness of the design method and recognizing the complex stress-strain

behavior of pavement materials, it was decided that two identical pavement sections, both fully

instrumented, should be constructed and tested. The first pavement was used in a series of trials in

which the moving wheel load was progressively increased and the stresses and strains in the

granular base were continuously monitored. The final wheel load was selected when the target

stress conditions in the granular base were achieved. This wheel load was then used from the

beginning of the test performed on the second pavement section. Both pavement tests involved

over 10,000 passes of the wheel which was loaded unidirectionally along a single track. Wheel
speed was about 3.6 km/hr and the test temperature was 20 to 25 *C. A photograph of the two

tracks used in the experiment is shown in Figure I I (Page 25).
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D. INSTRUMENTATION

The pavement sections were instrumented using diaphragm pressure cells, developed at
Nottingham, and Bison inductance strain coils. Details of instrument characteristics and method of
calibration are reported elsewhere (31). Details of the arrangement of instruments in one pavement

section are shown in Figure 7 1. The use of two columns of strain coils allowed vertical strains at
five locations along the depth of the granular base to be captured. Despite the need for detailed

stress distribution, the number of pressure cells had to be limited in order to prevent the relatively
thick cable and large cells from interfering with the stress field. A pressure cell inclined at 45

degrees to the vertical was included to allow calculation of shear stress in the material. A
photograph of the arrangement of the pressure cells is shown in Figure 72. Other pertinent data,
such as the tensile strain at the bottom of the bituminous layer and the vertical strain at the top of
the subgrade were also covered by the instrumentation program.

In addition to the instrumentation installed within the pavement materials, a profilometer

(Figure 73), consisting of a linear potentiometer mounted on a roller carriage, was used. It was

connected to an X-Y plotter which provided hard copies of the measured transverse surface profile.

E. RESULTS OF THE VALIDATION EXPERIMENT

The final wheel load used for the experiment was 10kN. A plot of the variation of wheel
load and position with time is shown in Figure 74. It indicates that a rather uniform load is

achieved when the wheel moves in the forward direction and no loading is imposed on the
pavement when the wheel is in reverse. The slope of the line for the wheel position indicates that a

uniform velocity is achieved.

Recording of the resilient strains, transient stresses, wheel load and wheel position was
made by means of a data acquisition system which comprised a personal computer and a 12-
channel, fast A/D converter. Permanent strains were measured at appropriate intervals when the
wheel was stopped and unloaded.

1. Resilient Strain

Plots of typical recorded strain pulses at various locations in the pavement are

shown in Figure 75 to 80. The pulse time due to the moving wheel varied from about 0.4 second at
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the bottom of the bituminous layer to 1.2 seconds at the top of the subgrade. The plots also indicate
that all vertical strains are compressive and the longitudinal and lateral strains are tensile.

The variations of resilient vertical strain with depth below pavement surface for the

two pavement tests are shown in Figure 81. The values are plotted at the mid-distance between the

two strain coils which measure the corresponding vertical movement. Figure 81 shows that strain

decreases with depth until it reaches the layer boundary where a discontinuity occurs.
Supe- ýinposed on the figure are the limits of the resilient vertical strain measured during HCA Tests

5 and 8 which involved the use of reversed shear stresses. When the two vertical lines representing

the limits intersected with the two strain profiles from the pavement tests, two sublayers within the

granular base were obtained. These sublayers represented the zones where there was a high
probability that the strain, and possibly the stress conditions, would match those used in the HCA

tests.

2. Permanent Strain

The variations of permanent vertical strain with depth at selected stages during the

two pavement tests are shown in Figures 82 and 83. The figures indicate that most of the

permanent strain developed in the top 100 mm of the layer and then decreased rapidly %k ith depth

towards the subgrade. The two sublayers identified by the resilient vertical strain are also

highlighted in the figures.

3. Comparison of Permanent Strains

Figures 84 and 85 show a comparison of the permanent vertical strain obtained

from the HCA tests with those from the sublayers of the granular base in the pavement tests. The

figures indicate that, generally, both the rate of development and the magnitude of strain are very

similar. The permanent strain from the first pavement tests (Figure 84) indicated that the granular
material might have suffered from some strain history effect as a result of the trial tests performed

prior to the main test, since, very little permanent strain occurred during the first 100 load cycles.

4. Transient Stresses

A plot of the stress pulses measured within the granular base is shown in Figure

86. As the pressure cells were located at different positions, the peak stresses were recorded at
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different times. The plots indicate that pulse time varies with both the distance below pavement

surface and orientation. The measured vertical transient stress at a depth of about 125 mm from the

surface of the pavement , or approximately at the bottom of the identified sublayers, was 180 to

195 kPa. This compares well with the 200 kPa vertical stress used in the HCA tests. No pressure

cells were installed at the vicinity of the sublayer to measure the transient lateral, longitudinal and

shear stresses. However, based on a structural evaluation procedure developed at Nottingham

which ultilizes a finite element analytical approach (32), the shear stress close to the bottom of the

sublayer was found to be 26 kPa. This, again, compares well with the 20 and 30 kPa values used

in the HCA tests. The calculated values of the two horizontal stresses, assuming no residual

stresses, was generally unsatisfactory and indicated much lower stresses existing in the pavement,

comparee with those used in the HCA element tests. However, previous research (33) has

indicated the presence of residual stresses in granular bases caused by compaction during

construction and subsequent trafficking. These stresses are difficult to measure but their existence

is likely to reduce the difference in horizontal stresses used in the large-scale pavement and the

HCA element tests.

F. DISCUSSION

The main objective of the experiment was to validate the HCA test results. Therefore, the

approach and methods adopted to obtain permanent deformation data in the granular base were

planned accordingly. The experiment demonstrated the difficulties of accurate prediction for total

permanent deformation in a granular base caused by a moving wheel load. To carry out the

prediction, not only would a large number of laboratory tests be required but the appropriate stress

conditions used in the tests would also need to be determined before the test results could be of any

use. As a result, high percentage errors in the prediction due to the use of simplified or averaged

conditions are often acceptable. However, these errors may also mask the influence of various

factors or mechanism which contribute to the permanent deformation.

The experiment reported in this section clearly shows that the stresses in the granular base

under the action of a moving wheel are complex and that the stress-permanent strain-time

relationship of the granular base is complicated. These two factors undoubtedly imposed very

severe limitations on the objectives of the validation exercise. Nevertheless, the results indicate that

the HCA would have provided a very good prediction of both the rate of development and

magnitude of the permanent vertical strain in a sublayer of the granular base subjected to a moving

wheel load. This has provided strong support for the continuous use of the modified HCA to carry

out future research on the behavior of granular materials.
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The results of the experiment may also be used to check predictions of permanent strain

obtained from repeated-load triaxial tests. Comparison of the predictions from this and the HCA

tests could then be made. However, such comparison would only be meaningful for results from a

sublayer of the granular base where the magnitude of the shear stress is insignificant relative to the

normal stresses. Results shown in Figures 13 and 56 indicate that when shear stresses are high,

both the magnitude and the rate of development of permanent strain would be underestimated by

the triaxial test simulation.
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS

Research has been carried out to improve knowledge on the behavior of granular bases for
pavements. To this end, a repeated-load Hollow Cylinder Apparatus was developed to model the

stress and strain conditions imposed by a moving wheel load.Tests using the repeated-load triaxial

test apparatus and two wheel tracking facilities were also carried out. The main conclusions of the

investigations performed are listed below.

A. GRADING / DENSITY AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

1. A grading design procedure which is based on the use of Fuller's grading curves
and the British standard vibrating hammer test was proposed. This procedure allows convenient

characterization of continuous gradings and offers a simple and repeatable means of carrying out

design for high density gradings.

2. For a crushed dolomitic limestone with maximum particle size of 38 mm, the

optimum grading which produced the highest density when the material was dry had a Fuller's "n"
value of about 0.4.

3. For dry or partially saturated granular material, higher density generally leads to a

slight improvement in resilient properties but a large improvement in permanent deformation

resistance under repeated-load.

B. PERMANENT DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR OF GRANULAR MATERIAL IN
LARGE-SCALE RUTTING TESTS

Results of the large-scale rutting tests carried out in the Slab and Pavement Test Facilities

led to the following conclusions.
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1. The permanent vertical deformation of the granular base subjected to a moving

wheel load was at least three times higher than that subjected to a repeated vertical load with the

same magnitude of contact stress.

2. The magnitude of a moving wheel load had greater influence on the permanent

deformation of the granular base than that of a repeated vertical load.

3. In two out of three pairs of pavement sections, higher permanent deformations

were obtained from a bidirectional than unidirectional wheel load. The exceptional pavement

sections were less well compacted and, hence, the trend caused by the different modes of loading

was probably masked by the generally high level of permanent deformation.

C. REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW CYLINDER TESTS

The Nottingham repeated-load Hollow Cylinder Test Apparatus was successfully modified

to include an outer cell. an upgraded electronic control system and a data acquisition system.

Eleven hollow cylinder specimens were tested by means of the modified device. To complement

these experiments, two tests on the same material used in the HCA tests were carried out using the

repeated-load triaxial apparatus. The conclusions from these tests were:

I. Permanent Strain Behavior

a. Reversed shear stresses were found to cause more contractive permanent

strains in both the radial and circumferential direction when results were compared with those

obtained under triaxial conditions.

b. When stress conditions were approaching failure, the rate of development of

all components of permanent strain was found to be significantly increased due to the additional

reversed shear stresses.

c When the maximum shear stress ratio, (q/P)max used in the stress path was

low and when the magnitude of the reversed shear stress was small compared with the normal

stresses, the difference between the strain response under the condition with reversed shear

stresses and the triaxial condition was less clear. Nonetheless, it appeared that under these
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circumstances, reversed shear stresses would cause higher permanent contractive volumetric

strains but less permanent maximum shear strains.

d. Higher permanent volumetric and maximum shear strains were obtained due
to bidirectional than unidirectional shear reversal.

e. Under identical stress conditions, permanent axial strains obtained from
both the HCA and the repeated-load tiaxial apparatus were similar but the permanent horizontal

strain obtained from the HCA was much higher.

2. Resilient Strain Behavior

a. Rotation of the principal stress and strain planes were coincident during
resilient tests.

b. The coefficients m, n and 13 used in the resilient strain contour models,
which were obtained by means of a multiple regression analysis from results of repeated-load

triaxial tests, were found to be identical to those obtained from HCA tests. The constants KI and
GI, however, were found to be respectively 97 and 29 percent less for results from HCA tests,
indicating that lower stiffnesses were obtained during the tests.

c. The contour model and its coefficients, which were obtained from tests
under triaxial conditions, could be used to provide reasonably good predictions of the resilient
maximum shear strain under stress conditions which involve principal plane rotation and variation

in the intermediate principal stress.

d. Resilient volumetric strain was generally underpredicted by the contour
model under stress conditions which involved the application of torsional shear stress.

e. The difference between the measured and predicted resilient volumetric

strain using the contour model appeared to bear a curvilinear relationship with the normalised
value, 8b/rlm which is defined as the change in the intermediate principal stress parameter divided

by the mean shear stress ratio, (qoct)/Pm.
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D. VALIDATION OF REPEATED-LOAD HCA TESTS

In order to provide validation for the findings from the HCA tests, a pilot-scale experiment

involving two fully-instrumented flexible pavement sections was performed in the Nottingham
Pavement Test Facility. The validation was limited to the permanent vertical strain which is closely

related to the rut formation. The conclusions were:

1. The stresses and strains in the granular base of a flexible pavement due to a moving
wheel load varied with the depth below the pavement surface. Therefore, comparison of results is

meaningful only within a sublayer where the conditions are similar to those used in the HCA tests.

2. A sublayer within the granular base where the resilient vertical strains matched

those obtained from the HCA tests was identified. The measured transient vertical stress and the

calculated shear stress near the sublayer were also found to matched those used in the HCA tests.

However, because of the difficulty in accounting for residual stresses, both the calculated and

measured horizontal stresses indicated much lower stresses existing in the pavement.

3. Results of the two pavement tests indicated that the permanent strain tests

performed in the HCA would have provided a good prediction for both the magnitude and rate of

development of the vertical permanent strain in the sublayer of the granular base.

4. The results of the validation experiment provide strong support for further use of

the modified repeated-load HCA as a research tool.
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SECTION IX

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. GENERAL

Work carried out during this project has indicated that the permanent deformation behavior
of granular material is complicated and yet less understood than the resilient behavior.
Nevertheless, for pavements with heavily loaded granular bases, an understanding of the
accumulation of permanent strains would be essential. Therefore, the more fundamental aspects of
the behavior, including the deformation mechanism under repeated load and effects due to stress
variations should be studied. Methods which can improve the permanent deformation resistance,

such as the use of high density grading or, perhaps, some form of reinforcement, which may
provide more immediate and practical results should receive equally important attention.

To bridge the gap between laboratory simulated and in situ conditions, the use of a
sophisticated device, such as the repeated-load hollow cylinder apparatus has proved to be very
valuable and able to produce some important data. The potential of this laboratory device as a

research tool should be further explored and effort to expand its capability should be considered.

B. TESTINGS WITH THE HOLLOW CYLINDER APPARATUS

1. Further Work on the Same Material used in Current Investigations

A much improved HCA is now available and some test results have been validated
by means of large-scale experiments. Therefore, further research which makes use of this
apparatus is desirable. Tests carried out for the current project have established the influence of the
reversed shear stresses, both uni- and bidirectional, on the permanent strain behavior. Although
more tests involving other stress paths with reversed shear stresses are warranted, it may be useful
to investigate the effect of the intermediate principal stress, 0r2. This can be achieved by using

various differences in inner and outer cell pressures to create a range of anisotropic conditions.

Stress conditions existing off the centre of a moving single wheel and along the centre line of dual
or tandem wheels may involve different magnitudes of shear stress and modes of stress reversal. It

seems likely that these complex stress regimes could be modelled in the HCA with further
improvements to the control system.
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To achieve high density and high strength for the material used in the current

investigation, a continuous grading with high fines content was used. It would be of interest to

investigate the permanent strain behavior of an open-graded specimen which may be expected to

have much better drainage properties. The requirement for both good strength and good

permeability for granular bases is inevitably contradictory. Hence, it would be useful to compare

the performance of specimens having these two different gradings and subjected to realistic stress

conditions involving shear stress reversals.

2. Work on Other Materials

A great degree of realism was attached to the choice of the type and grading of the

material used in this project. As a result, a material widely used in the highway industry, a scaled

down version of a realistic grading and a correspondingly high density were selected. However,

these choices may not be ideal in the theoretical study of the various fundamental mechanisms of

granular material behavior. Furthermore, comparison of results with those from other research

organizations would be difficult if different categories of materials were tested. Hence, it would be

useful if future test programs could incorporate testing of some model materials such as the well

researched Leighton Buzzard sand and other similarly "well-known" materials. Testing of single

sized material should also generate useful results for comparison.

C. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE HCA

The improvement to the HCA carried out in this project has eliminated a large area of

restrictions on the possible stress regimes that can be applied to an element of granular material in

the laboratory. This has undoubtedly allowed better simulation of in situ stress conditions. Despite

these achievements, in order to fully make use of this torsion-triaxial system, the capability of

providing cyclic internal and external cell pressures is highly desirable. More sensors to measure

the response of the cell or possibly pore pressures will be needed. The control of such a system

will be more complicated and will most certainly require the aid of a computer. However, with the

advance of modern electronics and computer programming, such a system can be incorporated to

the existing facility at a reasonable cost.
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APPENDIX A

REPEATED LOAD TRIAXIAL TEST APPARATUS

Details of the repeated-load triaxial test apparatus which can accommodate test specimen
with diameter of 150 mm are shown in Figures A-I and A-2. The axial load is applied to the

specimen by a servo-hydraulic actuator and monitored by a strain gauged load cell located at the

bottom section of the loading ram. The confining pressure which is also servo-hydraulically

controlled is applied through a nonconducting medium of silicone oil and is monitored by a thin
wall pressure cell.

For repeated loading, a waveform generator, capable of providing sinusoidal, square or

triangular waveforms was used to generated the required command signals. During testing, the

feedback signals from the two monitoring devices are compared with the command signal. An

error message is then relayed to the servo-valves so that the necessary adjustment may be made.

This arrangement ensures that the required loading conditions are achieved.

To measure deformation of the specimen, an on-sample instrumentation technique is used. This

involves using four brass studs which are embedded in the sides of the specimen during sample

preparation. The studs allow threaded rods to be attached to the specimen. The rods, in turn,

enable the mounting of instruments. Two LVDTs mounted between the two pairs of rods are used

to measured axial deformations. For radial deformations, two epoxy hoops incorporating strain

gauges are used.

All the stress and strain data are recorded by the new data acquisition system described in

Chapter Six. Dedicated software for the repeated-load triaxial tests was developed. They are

similar to those which are presented in Appendix C for the repeated HCA tests.
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Figure A- 1. Laboratory Set-up of the Repeated-Load Triaxial Test Apparatus.
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Figure A-2 150mm diameter Triaxial Specimen with Instrumentanons.
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APPENDIX B

CALIBRATION OF TRANSDUCERS USED IN REPEATED-LOAD HOLLOW
CYLINDER APPARATUS

Calibration of the transducers used in repeated-load HCA tests was carried out

approximately once every two tests. A brief description of the methods used is presented as

follows and the results are shown in Table B. 1.

B.l. Vertical Load Cell

The vertical load cell was calibrated by means of a standard proving ring with maximum
capacity of 14 kN and load per division value of approximately 0.011 kN. The vertical

compressive load was provided by a standard hydraulic jack and the response of the load cell at
regular values of deflection of the proving ring was monitored by a voltmeter. Maximum load of

12 kN, equivalent to approximately 350 kPa in axial stress was used. Linearity between the output
voltage and the proving ring deflection was generally observed with coefficient of correlation, R2,

in the region of 0.999.

B. 2 Torsional Load Cell

The best method of calibrating the torsional load cell was by means of a pair of hangers and
weights connected, via a pulley system to a set of extended steel arms bolted to the load cell.

Calibration was carried out in steps of I or 2 kg on each hanger, which is equivalent to 1.4 or 2.8
kPa respectively in torsional shear stress. This continued until a total of 35 kg or approximately 50

kPa was reached. Both clockwise and anti-clockwise loading were performed. It was noted that

linearity between the applied moment and the output from the load cell during the initial 30 to 35
kPa in shear stress was generally good. However, beyond this magnitude, some hysteretic effect
was observed. Despite this, R2 of 0.993 to 0.998 were achieved.

B.3 LVDTs

The LVDTs were individually calibrated by means of a micrometer capable of providing
reading to 0.0025 mm which was equivalent to 17 lie for a gauge length of 150 mm. The gain
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setting of the strain gauge amplifier was set initially for a full scale deflection of about 2.5 percent

strain. However, subsequent tests required this to be increased to 4 percent. Linearity was

generally very good for the LVDTs.

B.4 Strain Hoops

Calibration of the two strain hoops was performed simultaneously by means of a specially

assembled device consisting of a micrometer and three sets of mounting units. Both compressive

and tensile deformations of the strain hoops were calibrated. Good linearity within the range of ±2

percent strains was obtained.

B.5 Bison Strain Coils

Calibration of the strain coils was carried out according to the instruction manual published

by Bison Instruments. It involved the use of the Bison Recorder and a special mounting unit

which incorporated a micrometer. Because of the small wall thickness of the hollow cylinder

specimen and in general, small change in thickness, it is not possible to rely on the amplitude value

to determine the spacing between coils. Instead, the voltage produced by the small differential

movement at a particular balanced position was used. A "CALIBRATION" setting of 500 was

chosen. Although the micrometer can resolve movement down to 0.0025 mm, due to the small

gauge length involved (28 to 30 mm), it only represents a strain value of 89 g.. However, since

the relationships between output voltage and the small differential movement is linear, interpolation

can be carried out to determine smaller strain value. This method required that calibration be

carried out at a few balanced positions corresponding to the anticipated gauge lengths.
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APPENDIX C

SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR THE REPEATED-LOAD HCA TEST

The main program for the data acquisition of the repeated-load HCA tests is called HCA.
The primary functions of the program are:

1. Retrieve data from the specified channels (maximum 8) at specified intervals (2 to 510
milliseconds) for a specified number of times.

2. Based on the input calibration value for each channel, calculate the corresponding stresses

and strains. It also calculate all the relevant invariant parameters.

3. Store the raw and/or processed data onto disks.

4. Output test information and key results onto printer.

The total number of scans that can be performed during one run of the program depends on
the number of channels selected and cannot be larger than the quotient obtained by dividing 2048
by the number of channels. For each new run, a new data file name in sequential order will be
generated. Further analysis or plotting of the data is found to be more efficientl. performed by
using existing commercially available softwares. To facilitate this, all data files are created such that
they can be "imported" by most popular softwares.

The program was written in BASIC language and a listing is presented as follows:
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10 DATA ACMISITIONI FOR TH-E FEFATED L"O
20' lui~IJ CYLIII)M TEST CWPAR1.E

40'

70

70 *e
8D I)E' SE Cd4F )+Ww 8d41

100 DREZ2E(W4+5WE("5
110 UE E=RItMR : FM SELECT CPM El
120 INIT:=3 : ABCRICm6 : DEVCLEAR9 : L~rc.=12
lZO LDEA.LDD JT=is : FAVTE=18 : I103.I'Eu-2 : TRIMER24
140 aJrPftfr=27 : ENTER-30 : STA1IE=33 : SrETTERIWTCR=,36
150 EEflIMEOM=39 : SERIALPO1L=:-42 : SRCEDCK=45 : SEEKi48

170 NI'CN1T63 : ELDCKD-ff66 :BLOCKIN=69 : B~rE1qP-72
180D TRANSER-75 : TPLK'78 : UNTALU(el : L161EN=64
190 LtNLISTEI-7 : ATThW? : KrA=93 : -L-96
200 '
210 C'ALL INIT 'initialize driver
Z!0 (47/.9 'device aiddu
230 V$=S1VW$( 56) Ireserve space tar data
240 DIM R(8,256) 'data array
250 DIM AXSS(256) : DIM 1URS(256)3 DIM P(256) : DIM 0(256)
260 DIM CCTABS(256) : DIM AN[38S(25j6) : DIM AX(ST(256) :DIM CIRST(256)
270 DIM CB6T(256) : DIM RA6T(256) : DIM M3LST(256) :DIM SHEART(256)
2E.i DIM OCTPST(256) : DIM PN35T (256): DIM TU;T(256):DIM TEW(256)
290 DIM 661(256) : DIM SS3(256)

310
320 MS1 1170 er-ae, old data f iles
330 GOB. 1Ow use options
340 GOB. 460 set device parameters
35 GOBB ~5B retrieve readings
360 GMa 2160 'read initial data
370 M05. 2330 'cal stresser.
-8 GMB 2760 cal strains
390 11. 0M 'output to printer
400 W~.S1 1520 tramlfer to disc
410 MG8. 760 'print readings
420 60M. 1I7 repeat option
430 END
440'

460 'Set device parameters
470'

4-90 CPL. oTJT u(CMVS,A~r/.) 'outpuzt cfaiwinmd string to device
500 O1V4="C1E" -trigger comiuinid
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510 LOCATE =3, 1 : INLFUT "FETflNt M, TRIGGER ,DLES FETLR' to trigger
520 CPLL OfJTPr(CMDSAWX)
53 LCATIE =3,I : PRINT "TAKING FIAIS
540 am.. 1110 e'amit for SF4lw
550 8EL1 150,2 eu
560 FE'Mt
570 '
580 'Rtrieve data

600 CMDS-"PA6144 ,Q" 'rumet pointers
610 CPLL WTPLYr(aV*,AX)

630 FOR I-1 TO SCPIN
640 CA..L EN4TER(V*,AWX) 'get data f rom A-D
650 R(1,l)--P#(4t1I(WS,1,6))/3277 .split into channels
660 R(2,I)='VA(MID$(VS,8,13))/3Z7 *and CCi'Y.rt to
670 R(3, I )-VA(MIDS(VS,15,2D) )/=77 Voltage
"69 R(4, I )--PL(MID*(V$,22,27) ) /=
690 R(5, I )--V.(MIDS(VS,29,:34) )/3277
700 R(6, I )--VA(MID$(V4,36,41) )/=7
710 R(7,I)--VP.(MIDS(V$,43,48) )/=7
720 R(B, I)W4.4LMIs( vs,5o,55) )/=77
730 NEX
740 FEtRPJF
750.'
760 'Print IPals1ts
770 '
780 LOCATE 6,1 : PRINT SYRINBS(72,45)
790 LOCATE 7,2 : PRINT "TIPE"
800'1
8.10 FOR J=1 MO 8
82D LOCATE 7, (B46(3*-1)) :PRINT "CH44NE"
83 LOCATE 8, (10+436(J-1) ) :PRINT J-1
840 NEX
850 LOCATE 9,1 : PRINT STRINGS(72,45)

570 B-. : I=1
890 LOCATE (104B) I s PRINT (ISDELAVW2) tE

900 FOR J-1 TO Ofl'I
910 LOCATE (10+B), (6828(J-1)) : PRINT LEING"E.ff."; RCJ, I) rvual t

930.1
940 p44.1 : 11I+1 next
950 IF B0>14 TIEN 1040 .cuck if scruuin full
960 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT"IETURN to aClTIN.E ES to SKIP / PW 071-M OFY to MM
LL Bý0
970 GSIES:IF LB'lU0)m0 M-ENi 970 'wait for input
98D IF AB(Q6)=27 THEN REI1.R IF ESC...
990 IF AB(C~)$)13 D71020 IO IF RO ..
1000
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1010 IF 1=15 THEN I=1 m I=I-28 "croll back
1020 BmO

100 VIEW PRINT 9 TO =3 : C.S : VIEW PRINT I TO 24 clear data
1040 IF I=SC' TFEN 1050 m 5W GUT 860 'ald of results ?
1050 L0MATE 23,1 : PRINT"Pruss REThRJ to C.iTINE AN~Y OJTHER KEY to SCR0L BC

1060 QStIN4EY$ 3 IF LEN()-0 THEN 1060
1070 IF MEC(EM)i13 THEN RET1RJ
108D IF 1<15 THEN 1=1 ES I-I-14-B
1090 80T1 1020

1100 1
1110 *°M Check
112D"
113D0 CLL 8EDEE(2( ) 'test
1140 IF SGO'1 THEN 1130
1150 RETURN
1160 W
1170 "Erm Old Data Files
1190
1190
1200 1PEN "At1ESTX" PS £E L*3 *1"holds last result file no.
1210 IF LCF(1)=O THEN 0 1 aGTO 1250 'IF does not exist
1= FIELD £1, 3 AS X$ 'define field
1= GET£1,1 : CU39 "get rucord
1240'
1250 U.S
1260 LOCATE 1,25 a PRINT "DATA FILE ";(VAL(X$)+l)
1270 L(DkTE 2,25 : PRINT "flf5f$S555SS"
12BD RETLRN

1290"
1300 '"Uar Inputs

1310 "
132D VIEW PRINT 5 TO 23 : U.S : VIEW PRINT 1 TO 24 clear screw
1330°
1340 LU30ATE 3,1 : PRINT" ZERO STRAIN ORITERIA (A or T) =

1330 LWATE 3,40 : IFT ZEhLJT
1360 LOCATE 4,1 : PRINT "Intorucan Delay =

1370 LCATE 4,50 : PRINT"MX - 255"
13 LOCATE 4,21 : INFRJT"",DE.AY$
13M DEAYaM4IELAY)
1400 VIEW PRINT 23 TO 23 s CLS o VIEW PRINT 1 TO 24
1410 IF DELAY > 255 THEN LD]ATE 23,1 a PRINT "Delay is too =V ' 0TO 1
1420"
143D0
1440 LWATE 5,1 z PRIJr 'cas -

1450 LUC14TE 5,50 s PRL.. OM 256" n
1460 LOCATE 5,12,0,7 : INRa r",S
1470 SW4S )%,)
1480 IF 9•CR256 THEN LUCMATE 23,1 x PRINT "Too many mw " GOTD 1440 "S

1490 VIEW PRINT 23 TO 23 : C.S : VIEW PRINT I TO 24
1500 RTLRN
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1510
150 'Transfer Data to Disc
1530
1540 MEN~ "A: 1EST" AS El L2'bw3
1550 FIELD £1,3 AS X*
150 GET £-1,1
1570 Y$SmTR*QPL(X*)+1) : L4..2i(Y$) aYS'RI84TS(Y`,L-l)

1590) MEN "AuSE"+Y+" .PFr~ FOR ojrPUTj AS E2 apen data f ile
16W PRINT E2,O-R(34); "DATA FILE -";HR$(34);(VPL4XS)+1)
1610 PRINT E2,04R*(34) ; '1b.Scmns - "gCOR*(34) ;SC
1620 PRINT E2,0fl(34) ;"Delay = ' ;O-RS (34) ;DELAYS

1640 GM 2050 exper.mmwtal cciditiams
1650
16W PRINT E2,CHR*(34) ;* TIME AXES 1EF P a0O
OCTAS6"K;0RS(34)
1670 FUR ImfLOW MO HIGHI
168D PRINT E2, (ISDELAY22),AXS6(I), I (I) P(I) G(I) OW (I) =ASS6(I) PHSB(I),

),S1(I)(I),3(I),RAS 'store rumsalt
1690~ NEXT
1700 *
1710 MFEN '*A:DAT"+Y$-" .PRNI" FI3R GUTLrT~r AS E3
1720 PRINT £3,0-Ml(34) ; "DTA FILE =" ;QRS(34) ;(CWL( XS)+1)
173D PRINT EDO S-(34);"No.Scas = *";EO4(34);SDM
1740 PRINT E3,CHR(34) ; "Delay =;Ofl$(34) ;DEL.AYS
1750 FUR J=1 TO 5
1760 PRINT E3,0-1R*(3),C$S(J),CHR$(34) save an disc
1770 NEXT
179D PRINT E3,G2P.(34);" TIME CWH 0 O-WW 1 OV1N 2 0-WI 3 OHPN 4 C
iI- 5 OFl 6 CHM 7 n ;CRS(34)
1790) FOR I-1 TO SCM~
1800 PRINT £3,(I$)EL-AY*2),R(1,I),R(2,I),R(3,I),R(4,I),R(5,I),R(6,I),R(7,I),R(8,1

1810 NEXT
mm0 LSET X$-Y$ storw latest film no.
1L830 PUT £1,1 recmorna disc
1840 n .DF clame all films

1870 11pinat Data Col lect~ion
188)I
MM LOCAIE 25,1 : PRINT "Press M1Y KEY to usen same settings - FEILR4 otturwise

14

190 Q$IMESy
1910 IF LEN(06)=) THEN 1900
192D IF ABCC0S)=13 liEN 1970
1930 VIEW PRINT 5 M1 23 : C.S z VIEW PRINT 1 M0 24
1940 LOCATE 1,35 : PRINT (%V..(VS)+1) : GMT 340 'print nw file no.
1950
19W0
1970 VIEW PRINT 5 TO 23 : 0.5 : VIEW PRINT 1 TO 24
19M LE)CATE 23,1 : PRINT " Press FETLRN to END - ANY KEY otherwise"
1990 G0i-INKEYS
2000 IF LEN(05)-) liEN 1990
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2010 VIEW PRINT 5 TO 23 : CL.S : .VIEW PRINT I MO 24
202-0 IF PlC(WQ>13 Tt-EN LOcATE 1,35 : PRINT (VAL(Y*)+1) : 201] 330
2030 RETURN
2D40'*
2=5 'Rocard Exprmn~tal Caiditiais

2070 VIE14 PRINT 6 TO 23 : (1.5 : VIE14 PRINT 1 TO 24
2090 F13R J=l in 5
2D9 UErATE (64+122), 1 : PRINT "Cnatditia, "; .mr prcupt
2100 LOCATE (64-23J),16 : II'llflJT"',C(J)
2110 PRINT E2,CHR*(34) ,C&(J) ,CHR(34) *save an disc

2130 VIEW PRINT 6i TOZ3 : CLS & VIEW PRINT 1 in 24
2140 RETURN
2150'
2160'

2190 DAY$Y ="17TH JANUP' 1990
2200 SWrlLE$-S=PME NMBER 6 MOMENT~r STRIN TEST)"
2210 AXZBD -1. 000001tE-*2
222 TtRKV'

-P011J= 100 :PIN-100
2240 CA.1=172 : CA..2--13: CA..5--9346:CA13b-4 :CA4.7-4M29:CPL..E40
2250 CYAA-4790: CA-P33&20

M20OIL7-.52
2270 HEIP-1 .529

LVDT1=1 .989
2290 L~VDT.2-2.084
2300 LVDT3-2.90
2310 LVDT4i-2.305

, CID.LATE STRESE M FIND MPX .#EV MIN. STRESSE
2W340WSB=3.962* (POJTS. 144PIN8. 112)

SCIRSB 3.71429w (PM".T 14-PINS. 112)
236 OPR 1=1 in SCAN

2370 AXSS( I)=(R(1,lI)-AXZER)mAA+141.72s( .01968Pf0J-.012548PIN)
ZTOR1S( I )(R(2, I )-URZERD)*D2

2390 MpgP S0R((C(A(SG( I )-CIF4S) /2r,2+1T1S( I )'2)
2400 M3CE= (AXSS I )4CIRSB) /2
2410 PCI) (AXSB(I)4F4VG64CIRS)/3
2420 Q(I)=4IMDM
243) S1( I )z= t0VHfV-lRC
2440 SES( I )=MHC-ff

2460 PtG6S( I )ATN(T0U6CI)/(S61(I )-CIRSB )*57.296
2470 NEXT I

2490 'FIND~ MAX PM~ MIN STRESSE
2500
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2510 1AXl=-99999' 111N1'99999' *tINI 1--99999 'FOR AXIA 1s I1
25W0 PPX2- 777 Mý99 :AI11N2-999991 'FUR TURIONAL STRES
2530 MAX11--99999I MINII= 999'FUR STFESS ANGLE
2540 '
2550 F13R 1=1 TO SRJ
2560 IF AiB(AXSS(lI) ) <=MINI li-EN ?1IN1=OW(AXS( I)): Mt4E&-- I
2570 IF ABS(T1RS(I))<*1II2 THEN MINICm~ff(TlSS(I)): f1INTUR I

2590 IF (ZERCIS = "A") THEN KXz1INB
2600 IF (ZEDUCRS = "T"n) TH-EN! IICIINTUR
2610 HIB*-+16
2620 LMOOM-l6

260IF Ll~'K TH-EN LDO4-1:HIGWV:(:LiTD2
2640 IF HIG*WtW Ti-N LDQ=UAP-;32HIG6mD*
MW~ FUR I=L13W TM HIGH-

2WIF AXSS(I)>WtX1 TH-E l'X1=AXSS(I) : PMWR-- I
2670 IF AXSS(I) 01INII ii-Ei MINII1AXS6(I) &PSI3&-

2 IF I S(I))tAX2 TH-EN M4X21TES(I):MAXTER= I
2690) IF 1UGS( I)q<?1N12 TI-EN MINlIZ=1;lS( I) :Kr1T-I
2700 IF APOES(I)XMAX11 TI-EN MAX11=AEG5S(I)
2710 IF A4'I6(I)<I1INM1 11-N MIN11=M43S(I)
272 NEX I
2710 IF (ZEOER = "A") 'flEN LL*PAXSS: MMtWE
2740 IF (ZERUR = "T") TH-EN LL=PXTUR:t1*ffUR
27M RE-LJ
2760
270 'CA4.LCLATE FEILIBEJT STRAINS

27%0 FUR IP4OLO TO HIGH
2BDO TCW(I)--2STtISS( I)/(P( I )P(KK))

2B1 PU ~ AXST(I =((, )-CIFKT(I) )t'2Y247,I-R(7,I )2)*A)

2810 CIST3-I)=(R4I)-R(4K))C

2B20 ccr36c I )=6(R(ST1)-RT3,KK)1)s(I)Y4(6( -532$.41
23 V'TEFU( I)=ATN(21T( I)/(XSTIl-CI~R( I)+) )729

2940 MaC-(XXT CIiT()/

2900SUMO
2910 ST73-.D..LC- tIfI P i TSII~T TIXI1S~
2920

2980 PIW-m(KK): P2=P(LL): G1=QG(KK)s Ifl0(LL)
2990 (31Q1/P1 : GPg2~/P2
3000 DGPFG2-UR1: G* (G24M1) / CP142)
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3010 L2lX=(R(6,LL)-R(6, KJ) ) CcL
3020 LZ=(R (7, LL) -RC(7, KJ) ) C

300AXSTM=( (R(6,LL)-R(6,KJC) )ECAk4R(7,U-)-R(7,KK)) )EAL)/2
3040 CIRTt1X=(RC4 ,LL)-R(4, KK) ) CA.4
30DO LJ~IX=(R( 5LL)-R( 5, KJ) ) EDt5
3060 L4Mx=(R(9,LL)-R(e,KKc) )*cA.
W07 CBSTMI=( (R(5,LL)-R(5,KKc) )UaL5+(R(e,LL)-R(8,I3K) )E.B) /2

3 FVV1X=(R(3,LL)-R(3,KK)) *CAL,-
3D0TCGTMX-l8 (21T'UM-AXSTMX-CIRSTt1) /2

3100 r'U-4C( ( (AXS ?U-CIRSTMX) /2) ý241T1;EDr2)
3,110 MCHRC(AXS M4CIRSMX) /2
3120 VCLSTM1XAXS"t14CIFGTMX4VV6Tt.U
3130 Sl-EA~lX=V*4RR
3140 ST1lU TC a ICEK

3160 CTP6T=13R( (ST1-5T3)ý2+(ST1-F6WV( )'2+(P6ThX-S'T3 )ý2) *.4714
3170 CEUEST?1XTh( 1U1TX/ (ST1-CIRSTMX)) 257.2%6
319D
3190 *CAMDLATE PERM~lEN STWUN AT O..Err MINIMLtI STESS LEMEL.
3200 '
3210 PL2=>-(R(6,KJC)-LVDT2)*A..b
=0P:~ (R(7, KK) -LVDT3) SA..7

3ZS AXSWPX-( (R(6,KKt)-LVD12)UAPLk+(R(7,KK-LVDT3) UAJ-) /2
3240 CIF6TPX=(R(4,IaO-XIlP)EAAL
325 PL1=(R(5,KK)-L'VDT1)UCAL5

3Z70 CBSTWX=( (R( 5, KK)-LYDT1 ) C .5+(R(e,KJC)-LCT4) CP.B) /2
RAý6TX=(R(3,Ic3O-QIL)*CAL3

3290 TORTPX=-1*7 (22cU6WX-AXS5WX-CIRSTPX )/2
3300 ?fl-ý( ( (AXSTPX-CIFI-TPX )/2) '24-TCUrPXI"2)
3310 MtoR>(AXSTPX4CIISTPX) /2
332 %U..STPX=A)STPX4+CIFETPX4fVVSTPX
330 S3E~iX=*CHF
3340 ST1= tt3 I +DHi

ST--M4-lf
OC UTASTPX=6M( (Sr1-6T3Y12+(ST1-fV6WTX Y24-(46WX--ST3 Vý2) *.4714

3370 A1'G6TPX=ATh(T1FTPX/ (STi-CIFG'TPX) )*57.296
338 REU
Mm *
3400 'SEND RESLTS AMV DATA Mt PRINT
3410*
3420 LFRINT DA*S*2S2ITA FILE ";(VWi4X$)+1)
3430 LPRINT
3440 LFRINT "DATE :"; DAYS
3450 LFRINT "SWMLE D IPTIOb4 0; SA~l
3460 LFRINT
3470 LPRINT SE*SfZ**2Sl** T-CP DATA SSS*S~l*S**l
348D LPRINT
3490 LPRINT
350 LPRINT "CP.. FA1UR & IN.%A1.TAG FUR AXIAL~ STRES =' ;D.I ,AXZER
3510 LPRINT "CPL FACTOR & IN.YCLTAGE F13R TCFICMXL STRES " 1;CA.2,iURER
3520 LPRINT "CA.. FACTER & IN.%CL FUR AXIAL STRAIN (LVDT2) =";CA..b,LVVT2
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3530 LFRINT "CAL FPCTUR & IN.VOL FOR AXIAL STRAIN (L'.DT3) =:*CAL7,LVDT3
3540 LFRINT "CAL. FACT13R & IN.'AL.-FUR CIFOJI. STRAIN (HOO) =l;CAL4,HOCJ
3550 LPRINT "CAL. FACT13 & IN.%CL FOR 45-DE STRAIN (LVT1) =;CAL.5,LYDT1
356 LPRINT "Cr-. FACTOR & IN.%JOL FOR 45-CEE3 STRAIN (L'4yr4) ="; CALB. LYDT4
3570 LFRINT "CAL FACTOR & INA.V. FOR RAIA STRAIN (COlIL) =" ;CA.3S,00L
35BO LFRINT
3590 LPRINT '* ts* Sfgl LOAD DATA *SRSZ*t$*U'
3600 LPRITh(
3610 LPRINT " INNtERC IL PRiESUE(kPa) =" ;PIN
3620 LFRINT "OUTER CEIL PRESUR (kPa) =4';PCNr
3630 LFRINT "MXIMUM1 AXIAL. STRES (kPa) =1MX
3640 LPRINT "MINI"J AXIAL. SITESS (kPa) =;MINI1
313,0 LPRINT "MAXIMUM8 I OP STRES (kPa) =' ;Ml!X2

3WLPRINT "MINIMUMI TEMIQhI. STRESS (kPa) =;MIN12
3670 LPRINT "P one (kPa) =6P

36)LPRINT "P two (kPa) =#P
3690 LPRINT "0 one (kPa) =10
3700 LPRINT "0 boa (kPa) =9c
3710 LPRINLT " (Q/P) wne & (Q/P) tw =";GP1,IF2
372 LPRINT "D-14M & M'EAN' (Qa/P) =lDlF
373 LPRINT
3740 LFRINT "MA~XIMUM PRINCIPAL STRESS ROJTATION~ (DEFE) = ;I%~xll
3750~ LPRINT "MINIMUM PRINCIPAL STRES ROTATION (DEFE) =";MINII
3760 LPRINT
3770 LPRINT *Z*f**fRUSSZ STRAIN DATA $SS*Z**flZ"
3780 LPRINT
3790 IF(ZEl3RS="A*) TV-lEN LPRINT"ZER STRAINS ASSUME AT ZER or ABOLUTE MINIIJ
M AXIAL STRES"
3BD0 IF(ZEOC$--"T"') ýI-EN LPRINT"ZERO STRINSTh ASSUMED AT ZER or ABOLUTE MINIlIJ
M TEIRIOtb~'L STRESS"
3B10 LPRINT
380 LPRINT "MAXIMUMt S1TES OBTAINED AT SCAN NUMBER"; LL
W8O LPRINT "MINIMUMI STRES OBTAINE AT SCAN N111BE"; MM4
3B40 LFRINT "ZER STRAIN OBTAINE AT SCAN NL1'ER" ; K
385 L.PRINT
3B6 LPRINT "REILIENT STRAINS AT MA~XIMUM1 STRES AR AS6 FE4.LLOW:"
3U70 LPRINT "RESILIENTr AX STRAIN (MICROSTRAIN) CAV/L2/L3) =" ;AXSTM1,L2MX,L3MDX
3B9 LFRINT "RESILIENTJ CIRCUMFERETIAL. STRAIN (MICROTRAIN) =" ;CIRSTMX

3900 LPRINT "FESILIefT 45 STRAIN (MICRST12AIN) (AJ/Lt/L4) =*';OBSThX,LUIX,L4lIX
3910 LPRINT "RESLIENT TORSIONAL STRAIN (MIEF0TRAIN, =l1 ;TlSTT1X
3920 LPRINT "RESILIENT V3LU4J'TRIC STRAIN (MICROTRAIN) =1YLT
3930 LPRINT "I;FSILIBE4T MAX.%lEAR STRAIN (MICROiRIN) =9.;SEAF4U
3940 LPRINT "edANLE OF STRAIN IMTEJET ROTATION ~ =41;NGS111
3950 LPRINT
39W LPRINT "AC14. PFR*IENT ST7'qIIS AT O.IfENT MINI"'l STRES AR AS FIO.LO.5:"
31770 LFRINT
3960 LPRINT "PERfW*ENT AX STRAIN (MICF[TRAIN) (AY/L2/L3) =";AXSTPX ,P12,PL3
3990 IPRINT "PFI'(dENT CIFUO1FEFETIAL. STRAIN (MICFCTRAIN) =";CI~RSPX
4000 LPRINT "PEF4'WENT 45 STRAIN (MICROSTRIN) (A*J/L1/L4) =ll;OBTPX,PL1,FL4
4010 LPRINT "P~E'J*ET RAIAL STRAIN (MICOCETRAIN) =#;V" 'P
4020 LPRINT "PFMN2iIT 94EPR STRIWN (t4IDROSTRAIN) t;HAP
4030 LFRINT llPER'WlENT 'V3JlMAVTRIC STRAIN (MICOSETRAIN) =0;YO..STPX
4040 RETUR
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APPENDIX D

MEASURED STRESSES AND STRAINS FROM RESILIENT STRAIN TESTS

D. 1 Results from Repeated-Load Triaxial Tests

INITIAL FINAL INITIAL FINAL

FILE EIEVIAT3 DVIATOR OR.L c± RADIAL AXIAL
1.IIM STRESS STRESS pREM pRESSM STRAIN STAIN

(idea) (kPa) (k~a) (Idea) (pam) (W~)

1 .0 55.0 150.0 150.0 -41.0 170.0
2 .0 101.0 150.0 150.0 -67.0 290.0

3 .0 158.5 150.0 150.0 -149.0 474.0

4 .0 210.0 150.0 150.0 -213.0 62.0

5 .0 54.5 100.0 100.0 -52.0 =!7.0
6 .0 102.4 100.0 100.0 -134.0 425.0

7 .0 154.B 100.0 100.0 -201.0 585.0

8 .0 50.5 70.0 70.0 -73.0 260.0
9 .0 106.0 70.0 70.0 -236.0 554.0

10 .0 55.0 50.0 50.0 -158.0 42B.0

11 .0 56.6 30.0 30.0 -22B.0 645.0

12 .0 .0 30.0 80.0 266.3 232.2
13 .0 .0 50.0 100.0 240.9 72.4

14 .0 .0 100.0 150.0 240.1 78.8

15 .0 .0 50.0 150.0 W9.8 278.2

16 50.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 204.0 29.6

17 50.0 50.0 50.0 100.0 245.4 39.B

18 100.0 100.0 100.0 150.0 192.5 -20.2

19 .0 227.0 150.0 150.0 -252.0 619.0
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D.2 Results from Repeated-Load Hollow Cylinder Tests

INITIAL FINA INITIAL FINA INITIAL FINL INITIAL FIN A L
FILE Y(TICL •ETICAITO I PInSIDIL 1IB IN O WS RMAIL CIUI. AIAL 45 MW
w W" D M W r no I PS3l lE 5I PE MIN '4ItN MIN "IN

(kP&) (Val (kPai (kP&) (kPai (al (kP}) Ot)al (pi) (pls (YE) (NO

1 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 40.7 -15.3 700.0 -2.9
2 49.6 49.2 .0 .0 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 73.0 -12.4 710.0 -W9.0
3 101.0 100.1 .0 .0 100.0 200.0 100.0 20.0 477.0 20.0 6•0.0 -110.0
4 99.8 99.3 .0 .0 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 53.3 149.2 450.0 36.0
5 .0 .0 -19.9 -19.9 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -40.7 70.7 .4 61.0
6 .0 .0 20.1 19.9 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -•5.5 131. 6.7 14.3
7 50.7 4.6 -20.1 -19.9 105.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 -586 109.2 -M.1 10.3
8 49.7 50.3 .0 .0 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -W9.2 2.5 -41.5 9.9
9 .0 .0 .0 -10.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -13.6 34.0 42.0 321.0

10 .0 .0 .0 -20.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -137.5 39.0 5M.1 461.7
11 .0 53.7 .0 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -170.7 -40.8 52.0 424.2
12 .0 54.6 .0 -20.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -172.3 -50.5 654.9 50N.3
13 .0 .0 .0 -29.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -167.4 40.0 567.9 5P.5
14 .0 53.7 .0 -29.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -164.7 -4.9 06.8 54.0
15 .0 103.6 .0 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -231.0 -125.0 739.2 480.7
16 .0 .0 .0 -3.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -154.9 52.0 612.6 403.6
17 49.2 50.9 .0 .0 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 17.5 93.7 -49.9 -38.8
19 49.3 49.5 -20.1 -20.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -C.4 274.5 -25.9 7.8
19 .0 .0 -39.9 -40.0 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -'A.5 125.4 -5.7 71.8
20 99.7 99.2 .0 .0 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -45.8 92.2 99.0 -16.6
21 49.7 50.1 -39.9 -40.0 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -43.9 120.0 71.0 %.6
22 99.3 ".8 -19.9 -19.9 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -42.7 P9.6 67,7 14.0

23 .0 152.7 .0 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -310.3 -227.7 03. 494.9
24 .0 .0 -20.0 -19.9 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -4.3 139.3 90.7 23.4
25 .0 .0 20.0 19.9 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -05.8 217.9 55.2 63.9
26 49.8 50.4 .0 .0 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -102.5 143.3 33.9 23.0
27 51.4 49.9 -19.9 -20.0 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -57.2 132.7 -40.0 70.1
a .0 .0 .0 -20.5 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 100.0 39.0 555.1 493.4
29 .0 51.4 .0 .0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -194.4 -6.7 M43.6 445.3
30 .0 54.4 .0 -19.3 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -169.0 -43.0 620.8 513.9
31 .0 .0 .0 -29.7 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -144.0 39.0 W.9 571.2
32 .0 54.9 .0 -29.8 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -211.4 -47.6 609.2 557.4
33 .0 101.4 .0 .0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -255.8 -177.9 743.8 473.1
34 .0 102.9 .0 -10.2 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -•.7 -153.0 7%.8 509.4
35 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 394.5 9.9 700.0 22.8
36 50.4 46.1 .0 .0 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 443.5 121.9 450.0 51.4
37 .0 51.8 .0 .0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -172.8 -9.5 601.2 455.3
3 .0 3.1 .0 -10.4 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -205.4 -81.1 645.7 511.0
39 .0 54.4 .0 -20.1 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -220.7 -47.7 601.3 5P.6
40 .0 .0 .0 -20.2 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -135.3 30.0 612.0 55.7
41 .0 .0 .0 .0 30.0 80.0 30.0 90.0 615.0 129.0 800.0 3.0
42 .0 24.6 .0 .0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 -155.3 -62.7 57•. 416.5
43 .0 26.4 .0 -9.3 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 -13.2 -47.3 55.0 470.9
44 .0 .0 .0 -9.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 -131.0 39.0 513.6 444.6
45 .0 102.9 .0 -39.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -193.5 -40.0 590.3 466.8
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FILE YERTICAL YRT'ICALT1SIONALTOIIS IN8 INNER N RADIAL CIAM. AIIAL 45
NUME S S S S TSS URlRE POW REPEK PUE E STRAIN STMIN STRAD SlPIN

(M~) (kP&) (MiD) (k•i) (leo) {kP&) (kP&) (kP&1 (in) (01) (01) (IN)

46 .0 148.9 .0 .0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -179.9 -136.4 730.5 426.7
47 .0 150.4 .0 -20.1 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -225.0 -112.1 7W9.3 478.4
48 .0 149.4 .0 -39.6 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -241.9 -W0.3 717.5 525.0
49 .0 202.4 .0 .0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -264.1 -212.9 814.8 436.0
50 .0 201.8 .0 -20.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -271.7 -179.5 757.1 469.8
51 .0 201.9 .0 -39.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -243.5 -157.8 791.6 505.9
52 .0 251.0 .0 .0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -343.5 -274.3 89.8 444.2
53 .0 253.1 .0 -19.9 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -339.7 -243.7 903.3 497.8
54 .0 254.1 .0 -40.5 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 -M.9 -224.7 904.6 521.2
55 .0 .0 -39.8 -39.8 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -143.3 5.1 -21.1 29.5
56 98.6 100.2 .0 .0 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -102.0 342.7 29.1 Ui.9
57 50.7 49.7 -39.7 -39.8 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -. 3.5 WO. -2.9 12.2
58 100.2 100.9 -39.7 -39.7 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -44.8 114.4 55.5 64.2
" 100.5 9W.9 -19.9 -19.9 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -79.9 304.4 10.6 45.9
60 99.0 98.9 -39.9 -39.8 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -149.3 5P.1 18.2 161.8
41 .0 154.6 .0 -19.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -253.3 -107.9 708.6 489.4
62 .0 156.4 .0 -32.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -277.7 -178.3 729.4 525.6
43 .0 201.9 .0 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -332.1 -309.4 820.5 409.0
64 .0 204.2 .0 -20.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -332.6 -300.9 931.9 471.5
65 .0 203.9 .0 -40.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -359.2 -213.9 869.0 3.5
66 48.9 49.7 .0 .0 90.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -202.6 744.1 35.3 246.4
67 100.5 99.2 .0 .0 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -M2.7 223.9 30.6 49.3
48 100.2 101.0 -19.9 -19.9 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -0.6 267.1 -52.5 1.2
69 50.8 49.3 -39.7 -39.8 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -00.2 347.1 -23.0 -6.3
70 .0 104.9 .0 -20.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -242.4 -154.3 697.6 490.0
71 .0 51.6 .0 -39.9 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -169.0 -61.9 512.1 557.4
72 .0 .0 .0 -39.7 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -137.0 100.0 433.4 6,17.8
73 .0 101.9 .0 -B.5 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -266.9 -119.9 6B9.2 573.5
74 .0 152.5 .0 .0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -30%.5 -276.2 841.6 394.3
75 .0 151.3 .0 -19.9 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -291.9 -234.9 757.7 491.7
76 .0 .0 -20.0 -20.0 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -108.9 530.6 23.9 134.3
77 49.6 50.9 .0 .0 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -68.9 313.3 -15.8 48.7
78 49.7 51.3 -19.8 -19.9 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -115.6 417.5 47.1 54.2
79 50.9 49.5 19.9 19.9 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -154.9 510.2 59.1 M8.6
00 .0 52.8 .0 -30.4 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -i12.6 -74.3 549.2 58.9
81 .0 .0 .0 -29.3 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -157.1 105.0 352.8 597.0
82 .0 105.2 .0 .0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -295.1 -232.7 85.1 394.7
83 .0 100.6 .0 -20.8 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -37.0 -167.5 700.7 0.5
p4 .0 50.0 .0 .0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 -231.0 -137.1 617.1 392.7
85 .0 47.9 .0 -9.9 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 -204.3 -110.7 550.6 460.0
86 .0 52.2 .0 -21.2 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 -248.4 -111.6 0.7 546.8
67 199.1 190.9 .0 .0 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -U1.9 108.4 50.8 36.5
8 200.0 190.2 -19.9 -19.9 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -43.8 9W.3 40.4 23.7
89 190.3 199.5 -39.7 -39.9 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -77.7 159.8 14.6 76.6
90 19.0 199.7 39.9 39.9 105.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -29.6 175.4 -8.7 62.9
91 201.5 197.1 .0 .0 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -104.7 424.0 16.1 156.0
92 .0 254.4 .0 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -442.9 -445.2 972.6 401.2
93 .0 253.7 .0 -20.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -434.2 -404.6 1,06.9 454.7
94 .0 248.6 .0 -39.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 -406.5 -348.0 1,064.9 551.1
9 .0 .0 -39.8 -40.0 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -4.5 463.5 5.0 141.0
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(kP,) (kh) IkiPs) (kP&) (kP,) (04) RNm RPM) (id) (i) (00) (in)

9% ".5 9.5 -P.8 -39.8 75.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -112.2 217.7 129.9 57.1
V7 9.8 99.4 .0 .0 80.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -200.7 1b.5 4.5 244.0
W9 99.7 99.8 -20.0 -20.0 8D.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -156.4 703.4 .3 219.2
99 .0 154.8 .0 -39.5 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -U7.9 -205.0 91.6 30.2

100 .0 202.3 .0 .0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -441.3 -404.8 973.8 415.8
101 .0 198.9 .0 -20.1 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 -430.4 -351.7 1,0.2 4M7.7
102 98.8 99.3 .0 .0 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -70.4 344.9 M4.0 127.0
103 .0 106.9 .0 -30.5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -10.4 -229.1 ib.0 M.6
104 .0 55.4 .0 -39.6 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -21.4 -"L.6 0.6 04.9
105 .0 1•.3 .0 .0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 -407.1 -43.2 1,006.6 397.4
106 .0 .0 .0 -20.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 "1S.8 -U4.7 349.5 5M.5
107 20.0 20.0 .0 -19.5 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 132.6 25.0 313.8 43.4
108 24.0 76.0 .0 .0 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 -171.7 -74.2 35.7 405.0
109 24.0 24.0 .0 -39.5 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 121.0 -70.3 34.0 630.5
110 25.0 125.0 .0 .0 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 -Z2.3 -157.5 54.7 M1.2
111 24.0 124.0 .0 -19.5 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 -202.2 -137.2 52.8 421.2
112 23.0 19.0 .0 .0 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 -305.4 -360.7 9.6 403.4
113 20.0 202.0 .0 -3.1 110.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 -237.5 -371.9 776.0 501.6
114 23.0 75.0 .0 .0 90.0 00.0 70.0 70.0 413.9 -110.3 413.1 404.3
115 25.0 77.0 .0 -20.5 80.0 80.0 70.0 70.0 -207.1 -121.2 39%.7 504.1
116 23.0 1.0 .0 .0 00.0 00.0 70.0 70.0 -250.0 -231.2 5U1.6 3M2.1
117 23.0 127.0 .0 -19.7 00.0 00.0 70.0 70.0 -210.4 -247.4 55.7 491.7
118 24.0 12V.0 .0 -39.7 90.0 00.0 70.0 70.0 -27.2 -524.1 503.1 641.7
119 24.0 175.0 .0 .0 00.0 90.0 70.0 70.0 -33.6 -449.9 659.4 436.8
120 .0 .0 -19.9 -20.0 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 52.9 -103.7 -175.4 -214.4
121 .0 .0 19.9 19.9 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 50.7 24.8 44.6 69.1
122 54.1 49.8 -20.0 -20.0 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 529.6 26.1 111.2 -47.1
123 .0 .0 -40.1 -39.9 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 541.1 -173.9 -23.2 -123.1
124 49.2 51.0 -40.0 -40.0 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 4".5 57.3 -20.3 -37.3
125 99.4 100.0 -19.9 -19.9 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 492.5 106.7 49.0 -59.7
12A 99.8 %.3 -39.9 -39.9 100.0 200.0 100.0 200.0 52.6 129.2 76.6 -26.2
127 .0 .0 -19.9 -19.8 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 394.9 9.1 24.4 -25.8
129 50.4 48.8 -19.9 -20.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 427.3 131.2 57.9 23.8
129 50.8 49.6 19.9 20.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 444.7 215.4 49.2 99.8
130 .0 .0 -40.0 -P.8 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 411.6 45.2 130.1 -132.0
131 50.9 49.5 -40.0 -39.9 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 42.4 152.9 -49.8 11.9
132 49.6 49.6 39.9 40.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 100.0 449.1 270.7 4.5 160.3
123 .0 .0 -20.0 -20.0 30.0 60.0 30.0 80.0 30.4 19.0 30.0 -73.6

The range of b-values and angles of principal plane rotation are summarized in Figures

D- 1 and D- 2 respectively.
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Repeated-Load Hollow Cylinder Test Apparatus.
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